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Chapter 1
Introduction
We will first review some basic definitions of symmetric bilinear forms, and
define Witt groups of fields, rings, and schemes. In Section 1.3, we introduce
the notion of the Gersten-Witt complex of a scheme. We will see that for certain
class of schemes with nice geometric properties, the Gersten-Witt complex is the
global section of a flasque resolution of a Witt sheaf on the scheme. We will see
how its cohomologies can be computed easily if the scheme is a complex toric
variety.
1.1 Symmetric bilinear forms over a field
Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2. A symmetric bilinear form over k is a map of
the form
φ : V ˆ V Ñ k,
where V is a finite-dimensional k-vector space, such that
φpv, wq “ φpw, vq,
φpv ` v1, wq “ φpv, wq ` φpv1, wq,
φpav, wq “ aφpv, wq,
for every a P k and v, v1, w P V . We will denote the form by pV, φq. It is
nonsingular if the induced map
adφ : V Ñ HompV, kq
is bijective, and anisotropic if φpv, vq “ 0 implies v “ 0.
Two bilinear forms pV, φq and pW,ψq are isometric if there is an isomorphism
of vector spaces f : V
„ÑW such that the diagram
V ˆ V φ //
fˆf „

k
W ˆW
ψ
;;
3
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commutes.
If W Ă V is a subspace, we define its orthogonal complement
WK :“ tv P V | φpv, wq @w PW u .
If W ĂWK, then W is totally isotropic, and if W “WK, then W is orthogonal.
There is a dimension equation [9, 1.3],
dimW ` dimWK “ dimV. (1.1)
A nonsingular form pV, φq is hyperbolic if V has an orthogonal subspace, or
equivalently, a totally isotropic subspace of half the dimension (by (1.1)).
Every symmetric bilinear form over k can be represented by a symmetric
matrix M , and it is nonsingular if and only if detM ‰ 0. The forms represented
by matrices M and M 1 are isometric if and only if there is a nonsingular matrix
Q such that M 1 “ QMQT . Every symmetric bilinear form over k can be
diagonalized by such a transformation.
The hyperbolic form of dimension 2 is called the hyperbolic plane. It is
represented by a matrix ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
,
which diagonalizes to (recall our assumption that 2 P A is a unit)ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
“
ˆ
1 1{2
1 ´1{2
˙ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙ˆ
1 1
1{2 ´1{2
˙
.
It can be shown that every hyperbolic space decomposes into a direct sum of
hyperbolic planes [9, 3.4(1)].
1.2 Witt groups
1.2.1 Witt group of a field
Let k be as defined above, and let Qpkq be the set of isometry classes of nonsin-
gular symmetric bilinear forms over k. Qpkq is a semigroup, where the addition
is defined by the orthogonal sum,
rV, φs ` rW,ψs “ rV ‘W,φ‘ ψs.
The Grothendieck group of Qpkq modulo the subgroup generated by hyperbolic
forms is called the Witt group of k, denoted by W pkq. By the diagonalizability,
every element of W pkq can be represented by a finite sum of unary forms
xa1y ` xa2y ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xary,
where a1, . . . , ar P kˆ. Quotienting by hyperbolic forms allows one to write
x´ay “ ´xay PW pkq.
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Furthermore, it is a consequence of Witt decomposition theorem [9, 4.1] that
every element of W pkq can be represented by an anisotropic form.
Note that the isometry relation implies xa2y “ x1y.
Let us look at some examples. The signature map and the dimension map
respectivly induce isomorphisms [9, p. 41-42]
W pRq „Ñ Z, W pCq „Ñ Z{2.
If p P Z is an odd prime, the Witt group of the finite field Fp is given by1 [9,
p. 45]
W pFpq “
#
pZ{2Zq2 if p ” 1 pmod 4q,
Z{4Z if p ” 3 pmod 4q.
The Witt group of the rationals is given by [9, p. 175]
W pQq » Z‘ Z{2‘
ž
p‰2
W pZ{pZq. (1.2)
We will see that this is derived from the Gersten-Witt complex of SpecZ (1.4).
We will come back to this later, but for now it suffices to say that the
Gersten-Witt complex is largely an attemp to generalize this isomorphism to
schemes.
For future reference, we state a theorem by Springer and Knebusch [10,
p. 85]:
Theorem 1.2.1. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m and
quotient field F , where charpA{mq ‰ 2. If pi P A is a generator of m and i “ 1
or 2, there is a unique homomorphism
Bpii : W pF q ÑW pA{mq
such that
xpijuy ÞÑ
#
xu¯y if j ı i pmod 2q,
0 if j ” i pmod 2q.
Note that Bpi2 depends on the choice of the generator pi, while Bpi1 doesn’t. Bpi1
and Bpi2 are called the first and second residue homomorphism, respectively.
1.2.2 Witt group of a ring
The Witt group can be similarly defined for a ring A in which 2 is a unit. The
finite-dimensional k-vector spaces are replaced by finitely generated projective
A-modules, the rank of projective modules replacing the dimension of vector
spaces. The definition of nonsingularity remains the same (i.e., bijectivity of
the adjoint). Instead of quotienting the Grothendieck group associated with
1W pkq admits a ring structure induced by tensor product, but we won’t need this in this
paper.
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the semigroup of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms by hyperbolic forms,
we quotient by a larger class of forms called lagrangians2: if M is a finitely
generated projective A-module, a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form
φ : M ˆM Ñ A
is called a lagrangian if there is a direct summand N ĂM such that φ|NˆN “ 0
and the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{Nq Ñ A
is nonsingular (i.e., both adjoints are bijective3). The submodule N is called a
sublagrangian. As in the case of hyperbolic spaces, pM,φq is a lagrangian if and
only if M has an orthogonal direct summand, or equivalently, a totally isotropic
direct summand with half the rank of M [8, Corollary 2, ii].
The hyperbolic form still plays a role, mainly due to its useful properties
(e.g., (1.2.2) below). Let us first generalize hyperbolic forms in the context of
finitely generated projective modules. If M is a finitely generated projective
A-module and M˚ :“ HompM,Aq, the hyperbolic form associated with M is
defined to be a symmetric bilinear form
φ : pM ‘Mq˚ ˆ pM ‘M˚q Ñ A
induced by the canonical pairing M ˆM˚ Ñ A, and requiring that
φ|MˆM “ 0, φ|M˚ˆM˚ “ 0.
The reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules ensures its nonsingular-
ity. Note that if ρM : M ÑM˚˚ is the canonical map, pM,φq can be represented
by the “matrix” ˆ
0 idM˚
ρM 0
˙
. (1.3)
ρM is an isomorphism because M is finitely generated projective. Hence, if M
is free, then (1.3) is isometric to a direct sum of the hyperbolic planes,ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
.
Thus our definition of hyperbolic form agrees with the previous one over fields.
Note that the submodule M ĂM ‘M˚ is a sublagrangian, since the canonical
pairing
M ˆM˚ Ñ V
is nonsingular by the reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules. Hence,
every hyperbolic form is a lagrangian.
We note a useful lemma that we will be needed later:
2Knebusch[8] uses the term “metabolic space” for our lagrangian, “split metabolic space”
for our hyperbolic form, “lagrangian” for our sublagrangian, and “sublagrangian” for our
totally isotropic space.
3In fact, the reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules implies that one adjoint is
bijective if and only if the other is.
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Lemma 1.2.2. If pM,φq is a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, then the
form pM ‘M,φ‘ p´φqq is isometric to the hyperbolic form associated with M .
Proof. Let
∆ :“ tpm,mq PM ‘M | m PMu , N :“ tpm{2,´m{2q PM ‘M | m PMu .
Clearly ∆, N »M , ∆XN “ t0u, and the isomorphism
M ‘M „Ñ ∆`N, pm,m1q ÞÑ pm`m{2,m1 ´m1{2q
establishes an isometry between pM ‘M,φ ‘ p´φqq » p∆ ‘N,φ ‘ p´φqq and
the hyperbolic form associated with M .
Let us look at some examples. The signature map induces an isomorphism
W pZq „Ñ Z [10, p. 23], and there is a split short exact sequence [9, p. 175]
0 ÑW pZq ÑW pQq Ñ pZ{2q ‘
ž
p‰2
W pZ{pZq Ñ 0, (1.4)
which gives rise to the isomorphism (1.2). The split exactness of (1.4) is a
consequence of the Hasse-Minkowski principle applied to the global field Q.
More generally, if we use a Gorenstein ring A of dimension n instead of Z, we
can construct a complex of the form
0 ÑW pAq Ñ
ž
ht p“0
W pκppqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
ht p“n
W pκppqq Ñ 0, (1.5)
where κppq is the residue class field at p P SpecA. However, (1.5) is not exact
in general. As we shall see, (1.5) is the Gersten-Witt complex of SpecA, and
Pardon [14, 5.1] proved that it is exact if A is a regular local ring and is of
essentially finite type over a field of characteristic different from 2.
1.2.3 Witt group of a scheme
Knebusch[8] defined the Witt group of a scheme pX,OXq, whose elements are
represented by symmetric bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ OX ,
whereM is a locally free sheaf of OX -modules. The definition of nonsingularity
remains the same as in the affine case (i.e., both adjoints are bijective), but
the sublagrangian is no longer required to be a split submodule. In fact, sub-
lagrangians always split for affine schemes [8, p. 134], so this definition agrees
with the earlier one. The criteria for a sublagrangian is thus an orthogonal
submodule, or equivalently, a totally isotropic submodule with half the rank
[8, Corollary 2ii]. Moreover, the rank of a totally isotropic submodule cannot
exceed half the rank [8, Corollary 2i].
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1.3 Gersten-Witt complex
The Gersten-Witt complex of a scheme X of dimension n is a complex of the
form
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
W pκpxqq d1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pκpxqq dnÑ 0,
where κpxq is the residue class field at x P X, and Xppq Ă X is the subset of
codimension p points. A main challenge in constructing such a complex is to de-
fine canonical boundary maps dp. The second residue homomorphism (Theorem
1.2.1) depends on the choice of the uniformizer, so it cannot be used directly.
Several authors constructed the complex using different methods, such as spec-
tral sequences [1], the module of differentials [6, 16], and the canonical sheaf [14].
In the latter, using the analogues of Quillen’s localization sequence of K-groups
[18, 8.4], Pardon constructed the Gersten-Witt complex of a Gorenstein scheme,
and showed that it is acyclic if the scheme is the spectrum of a regular local ring
essentially of finite type over a field with characteristic different from 2. This
implies the existence of a flasque resolution W‚pXq of a Witt sheaf of a regular
scheme X of finite type over k, whose cohomologies furnish us with a new set
of invariants for the scheme X.
Computing cohomologies of the Gersten-Witt complex is difficult in practice,
because it involves Witt groups of residue class fields at all (possibly infinitely
many) points of the scheme. On the other hand, if X is a complex n-dimensional
toric variety, then X is filtered as
X “ X0 Ą X1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Xn Ą Xn`1 “ H,
whereXp´Xp`1 is a disjoint union of pn´pq-tori, SpecCrx1, 1{x1, . . . , xn´p, 1{xn´ps.
Takeda [19] showed the Gersten-Witt complex of K-groups is quasi-isomorphic
to a complex of K-groups of coherent sheaves of tori. We will show that the
same result holds for Witt groups. The Witt group of the n-torus is known; for
example [7, 15],
W pCrx, 1{xsq “ pZ{2q2, (1.6)
W pCrx, y, 1{x, 1{ysq “ pZ{2q4. (1.7)
Hence, the quasi-isomorphic complex would consist of a finite number of Witt
groups which are finite-dimensional vector spaces, and its cohomologies are much
easier to compute. Using this method, we will compute cohomologies of the
Gersten-Witt complex of the toric variety Hirzebruch surface Hn. Specifically,
the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn is given by
0 Ñ
ž
xPHp0qn
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1qn
W pκpxqq d1Ñ
ž
xPHp2qn
W pκpxqq d2Ñ 0, (1.8)
and we will show that it is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of the form
0 ÑW pHn ´H1nq
d0HnÑ W pH1n ´H2nq
d1HnÑ W pH2nq Ñ 0, (1.9)
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where Hpn is the closure of codimension p orbits of the torus action,
Hn “ H0n Ą H1n Ą H2n Ą H3n “ H,
and Hpn ´Hp`1n is a finite union of pn´ pq-tori.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we will review Pardon’s construction of the Gersten-Witt
complex of Gorenstein schemes.
In Chapter 3, we will introduce the Hirzebruch surface Hn, and construct a
toric complex which is quasi-isomorphic to the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn.
In Chapter 4, we will prove the quasi-isomorphism.
In Chapter 5, we will compute the boundary maps of the toric complex.
In Chapter 6, we will compute cohomologies of the toric complex, and find
that
H0pW‚pHnqq “ H0pW‚pHnqq “ Z{2 @n P Z,
but
HipW‚pHevenqq ‰ HipW‚pHoddqq for i “ 1, 2.
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Chapter 2
Witt groups with
coefficients
To construct a canonical Gersten-Witt complex of a Gorenstein scheme X,
Pardon[12] extended the notion of Witt group so that the bilinear forms take
values in certain sheaves of OX -modules. In this section, we will review his
construction.
Let X be a scheme of dimension n, and C a coherent sheaf of OX -modules
with an injective resolution
0 Ñ C Ñ E0 d0Ñ E1 d1Ñ E2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ En dnÑ 0,
where Ep “šxPXppq i˚Epκpxqq, Epκpxqq is the injective hull of the residue class
field at x viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯, and i : x¯ ãÑ X is the inclusion.
Such C is called a canonical sheaf for X [3, Chapter 3]. It is unique up to tensor
product with a locally free sheaf of rank 1. Not every scheme admits a canonical
sheaf, but every regular scheme does, and OX is a canonical sheaf in such case.
Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that X is a regular scheme.
Set Vp :“ ker dp.
Definition 2.0.1. CMppXq is the category of CM OX-modules of codimension
p.
QpCMppXq; Cq is the category of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ Vp,
where M P CMppXq. pM, φq P QpCMppXq; Cq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CMppXq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ Vp
is nonsingular.
11
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QpCMppXq; Cq is a semigroup, where the addition defined by the orthogonal
sum. The corresponding Grothendieck group modulo the subgroup generated
by lagrangians is denoted by W pCMppXq; Cq.
CMnpXq is the category of sheaves of OX -modules of finite length, and
CM0pXq is the category of coherent sheaves of locally free OX -modules. Hence,
W pCM0pXq;OXq is the Witt group W pXq defined by Knebusch [8]. Based on
this observation, we will use the notation
W pX; Cq :“W pCM0pXq; Cq,
and if OX is used as the canonical module, we will suppress it:
W pCMppXqq :“W pCMppXq;OXq
Now we will construct the so-called lattice map,
Lp :
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq 99KW pCMp`1pXq; Cq.
Definition 2.0.2. If x P X, let ix : x¯ ãÑ X be the inclusion map. Suppose that
for each x P Xppq, we are given rMx, φs PW pXx; Cxq. Let
φ :“
ž
xPXppq
ix˚φx, N :“
ž
xPXppq
ix˚Mx,
where the OX,x-module Mx is viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯. An OX-submodule
M Ă N is called a lattice if M P CMppXq and Mx “ Mx @x P Xppq. The
lattice is integral with respect to φ if φpM ˆMq Ă Vp. If M is an integral
lattice for pN , φq, its dual lattice is an OX-module M1 defined for each affine
open subset U Ă X by
M1pUq “ tn P N pUq | φpUqpn,MpUqq Ă VppUqu .
If M is an integral lattice for pN , τq and M1 is its dual lattice, there is a
well-defined bilinear form
φ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K V
p`1
given by φ¯pm¯11, m¯12q “ dppφpm11,m12qq for each affine open subset U Ă X.
Pardon[14] proved that there is a well-defined map
Lp :
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq 99KW pCMp`1pXq; Cq, rN , φs ÞÑ rM1{M, φ¯s.
Unfortunately, the integral lattice does not exist in general. To get around this
problem, Pardon relaxed the condition M P CMppXq to a weaker condition
M P Sp2 pXq, where Spi pXq is the category of coherent sheaves of OX -modules
M of codimension p such that
depthOX,xMx ě min
 
i,dimOX,xMx
( @x P X.
13
He then proved the existence of an Sp2 -lattice. There is an inclusion CMppXq Ă
Spi pXq, which is an equality if dimX ď p ` i. Hence, if dimX “ 2, then
CMppXq “ Sp2 pXq, so CM lattice always exists in this case.
Pardon’s original proof [14, 3.12] contains an error, which prevents its ap-
plication to non-affine schemes. Here we include a proof which works for any
Gorenstein schemes, provided that p “ 0 :
Proposition 2.0.3. Let X be a Gorenstein scheme, x P Xppq, and rN,ψs P
W pCMppXxq; Cxq. If X is affine or p “ 0, then there exists an integral lattice
for rN,ψs.
Proof. Let i : x¯ ãÑ X be the inclusion, and M Ă i˚N an OX -submodule
such that Mx “ N . Then M P Sp1 pXq by [14, 1.19], so the canonical map
ρ :MÑM˚˚ is injective. On the other hand, since Mx is an OX,x-module of
finite length, ρx :Mx ÑM˚˚x is bijective. Thus, we have a map
M˚˚x
ρ´1xÑ„ Mx “ N.
Since taking stalks at x is a left adjoint to i˚, we obtain an injective map
M˚˚ ãÑ i˚N . By [14, 1.13], M˚˚ P CMppXq, so M˚˚ is a lattice for rN,ψs.
Now consider the composition
θ :MˆM ãÑ i˚N ˆ i˚N i˚ψÝÑ i˚Epx ãÑ Ep d
pÑ Ep`1 „Ñ à
yPXpp`1q
iy˚Ep`1y ,
where iy : y¯ ãÑ X is the inclusion. If X “ SpecA, we can always “clear
out denominators” by multiplying M by some nonzero element a P A, so that
θpaM ˆ aMq “ 0, i.e., i˚ψpaM ˆ aMq Ă Vp. Then aM Ă i˚N is an integral
lattice.
This is not always possible, however, if X is not affine: for example, if
X “ P1C, the only regular functions on X are constant functions, so one can’t
clear out denominators by multiplying by a regular function. We will show that
if p “ 0, one can construct a subsheaf D ĂM using a Weil divisor that cancels
out the poles appearing in the image of i˚ψ, thus giving θpD ˆDq “ 0.
So assume that p “ 0. Then we may assume that N “ KpXq, viewed as a
constant sheaf on X, and that ψ is given by multiplication by some f P KpXq.
We may take M “ OX as our (non-integral) lattice. Our aim is to find a
submodule D Ă OX such that D P CM0pXq and θpD ˆDq “ 0. Let
pfq :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
nypfqy P DivpXq,
and
pfq` :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
ny` pfqy, pfq` :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
ny´ pfqy,
where
ny` pfq :“
#
nypfq if nypfq ě 0,
0 if nypfq ă 0, ny´ pfq :“
#
0 if nypfq ą 0,
nypfq if nypfq ď 0.
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Define an OX -module D for each affine open subset U Ă X by
DpUq :“
!
g P KpXq | nypgq ` ny´ pfq ě 0 @y P U XXp1q
)
.
Since
OXpUq “
!
g P KpXq | nypgq ě 0 @y P U XXp1q
)
,
D is a subsheaf of OX . Moreover, if y P Xp1q and piy Ă OX,y is the maximal
ideal, then
Dy “
#
OX,y if y R Supppfq´,
pi
|n´y pfq|
y OX,y if y P Supppfq´.
Hence, if η P X is the generic point, then Dη “ OX,η “ KpXq, and by construc-
tion,
θypDy ˆDyq “ 0 P E1y @y P Xp1q.
Hence, θpD ˆDq “ 0. Finally, since D is locally free, D P CM0pXq.
Given rM, φs P W pCMppXq; Cq, we may localize at x P Xppq to obtain
rMx, φxs PW pCMppXxq; Cxq. Hence, there is a map
Kp : W pCMppXq; Cq Ñ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq.
Pardon[14, 3.9, 3.23] showed that the sequence
0 ÑW pCMppXq; Cq KpÑ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq L
pÑW pCMp`1pXq; Cq (2.1)
is exact. Setting dp :“ Kp`1 ˝ Lp, we thus obtain a complex
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pCM0pXxq; Cxq d
0Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pCMnpXxq; Cxq d
nÑ 0. (2.2)
Moreover, he showed [14, 5.1] that if X is the spectrum of a regular local ring
which is essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic different from 2,
then Lp is surjective and therefore (2.2) is acyclic, with ker d0 “ W pS01 pAq; Cq.
To recover the Gersten-Witt complex from (2.2), he makes use of the de´vissage
[13, 2.2]ž
xPXppq
W pκpxq; ΛpNpmxq bOx Cxq „Ñ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq, (2.3)
where Npmxq :“ HomOxpmx{m2x, κpxqq. One may always choose an isomorphism
ΛpNpmxq bOX Cx » κpxq,
giving rise to a non-canonical isomorphism
W pκpxq; ΛpNpmxq bOx Cxq »W pκpxqq.
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Thus we obtain the classical Gersten-Witt complex
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
W pκpxqq d1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pκpxqq dnÑ 0.
The local acyclicity of (2.2) implies that we can sheafify it to obtain a flasque
resolution. Define a Witt sheaf for each affine open subset U Ă X by
WpX; CqpUq :“ ker
˜
W pκpηq; Cηq d
0Ñ
ž
xPUXXp1q
W pCM1pXxq; Cxq
¸
,
where η P X is the generic point. (2.2) then sheafifies to a flasque resolution of
WpX; Cq :
0 Ñ iη˚W pκpηq; Cηq d
0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
ix˚W pκpxq;Npmxq bOX,x Cxq d
1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
ix˚W pκpxq;Npmxq bOX,x Cxq d
nÑ 0,
where W pκpxq;NpmxqbOX,x Cxq is viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯, and ix : x¯ ãÑ
X is the inclusion [14, 0.11]. By the Purity Theorem[11], the stalk of WpX; Cq
at x P X is W pXx; Cxq, so WpX; CqpUq “W pUq.
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Chapter 3
Hirzebruch surfaces
This chapter is organized as follows:
In Section 3.1, we introduce the Hirzebruch surface Hn, and discuss its
geometry.
In Section 3.2, we define a new complex of Witt groups on 2-dimensional sur-
faces supported on codimension p tori. We define these Witt groups in Sections
3.3. In Section 3.4, we define the boundary maps of this complex.
In Section 3.5, we show that the Witt group supported on codimension p
tori is isomorphic to the Witt group of the the tori, thus obtaining a complex
of Witt groups of tori. Our claim is that this complex is quasi-isomorphic to
the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn. We prove the quasi-isomorphism in the next
chapter.
3.1 Geometry of Hirzebruch surfaces
The Hirzebruch surface Hn is a P1C bundle pi : Hn Ñ P1C obtained by projec-
tivizing the line bundle OP1C ‘OP1Cp´nq. It can be constructed as a toric variety
by a fan depicted below [5, p. 7]:
p´1, nq p1, 0q
dd
//

σ1
σ2
σ3
p1, 0q
p´1, 0q

σ4
OO
17
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To each cone σi corresponds an affine open subset Uσi :
Uσ2 “ SpecCrx, y¯s oo //gg
''
OO

SpecCrz, ws
77
ww
OO

“ Uσ3
Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, ys oo // SpecCrz, w¯s “ Uσ4
(3.1)
where z :“ 1{x, w :“ 1{xny, w¯ :“ 1{w, y¯ :“ 1{y. The axes of Uσi constitute
four projective lines in Hn, denoted by X,Y, Z,W :
W
0zw
Z
0xy¯
X
0zw¯
Y
0xy
(3.2)
X and Z are sections of pi : Hn Ñ P1C. Y and W are fibres over P1C, hence have
trivial normal bundles, while the normal bundles of X and Z are “twisted” by
the integer parameter n. When n “ 0, there is no twist, and H0 » P1C ˆ P1C.
Ferna´ndez-Carmena [4, 3.4] showed that the Witt group of a smooth complex
surface is a birational invariant. Hence,
W pHnq “W pP2Cq “ Z{2 @n P Z. (3.3)
We will adopt the following notations:
H1n :“ X Y Y Y Z YW, H2n :“ t0xy, 0zw, 0xy¯, 0zw¯u .
TX :“ X ´ t0xy, 0zw¯u , TY :“ Y ´ t0xy, 0xy¯u ,
TZ :“ Z ´ t0zw, 0xy¯u , TW :“W ´ t0zw, 0zw¯u ,
L :“ X Y Z, N :“ Y YW,
TL :“ TX Y TZ , TN :“ TY Y TW .
Note that TL “ H1n ´N , TN “ H1n ´ L, and H2n “ LXN .
3.2 A complex of Witt groups supported on tori
Let H “ Hn for some n P Z, and η P H the generic point. The Gersten-Witt
complex of H is given by
0 ÑW pκpηqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq d
1Ñ
ž
xPHp2q
W pCM2pHxqq Ñ 0. (3.4)
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In Pardon’s construction [14],
d0 : W pκpηqq L0ÑW pCM1pHqq K1Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq,
d1 :
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq L
1ÑW pCM2pHqq K2Ñ„
ž
xPHp2q
W pCM2pHxqq.
We claim (Proposition 4.0.6, Corollary 3.5.3) that there is a quasi-isomorphic
complex
0 ÑW pH´H1q d
0
HÑ W pCM1TLpH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH´Lqq
d1HÑ W pCM2H2pHqq Ñ 0,
(3.5)
where d0H is the compositioin
W pH´H1q L
0
H1Ñ W pCM1H1pHqq
K1
H1Ñ W pCM1H1´N pH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1´LpH´Lqq,
(3.6)
where K1H1 :“ K1N
šK1L,
K1N : W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ W pCM1H1´N pH ´Nqq, (3.7)
K1L : W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ W pCM1H1´LpH ´ Lqq, (3.8)
and d1H :“ L1TL
šL1TN , where
L1TL : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq Ñ W pCM2LXN pHqq, (3.9)
L1TN : W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq Ñ W pCM2LXN pHqq. (3.10)
Recall that LXN “ H2. K1H1 is an excision map induced by restriction, and it
is injective because K1 is injective [14, 3.9].
In the next couple of sections, we define the Witt groups with support and
the lattice maps L0H1 ,L1TL ,L1TN .
3.3 Witt groups with support
If Y is a closed subscheme of X, CMpY pXq will denote the category of coherent
sheaves of CM OX -modules of codimension p supported on Y . Also, if V is a
sheaf of OX -modules, then VY will denote the sheaf of OX -modules defined for
each affine open subset U Ă X by
VY pUq :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : I pY qpUqiqVpUq,
where I pY q Ă OX is the ideal sheaf of Y .
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3.3.1 W pCM1H1pHqq
Let Q1H1pHq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH ,
where M P CM1H1pHq. pM, φq P Q1pHq is called a lagrangian if there is a
submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CM1H1pHq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH
is nonsingular. W pCM1H1pHqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1H1pHq modulo
the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the above
bilinear maps lie in V1OH ,H1 .
3.3.2 W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
Let Q1TLpH´Nq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH´N ,
whereM P CM1TLpH´Nq. pM, φq P Q1TLpH´Nq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N ĂM such that N ,M{N P CM1TLpH ´Nq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and
the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH´N
is nonsingular. W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1TLpH ´Nq
modulo the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the
above bilinear maps lie in V1OH´N ,TL .
3.3.3 W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
Let Q1TN pH´Lq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH´L ,
whereM P CM1TN pH´Lq. pM, φq P Q1TN pH´Lq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N ĂM such that N ,M{N P CM1TN pH ´ Lq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and
the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH´L
is nonsingular. W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1TN pH ´ Lq
modulo the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the
above bilinear maps lie in V1OH´L,TN .
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3.3.4 CM2H2pHq
Let Q2H2pHq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V2OH ,
where M P CM2H2pHq. pM, φq P Q2H2pHq is called a lagrangian if there is a
submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CM2H2pHq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V2OH
is nonsingular. W pCM2H2pHqq is the Grothendieck group of Q2H2pHq modulo
the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the above
bilinear maps lie in V2OH ,H2 .
3.4 Lattice maps with support
We will use OH for our canonical sheaf for H. The construction is essentially
the same as Pardon’s [14]. All we are doing here is to show that his construction
works even with the additional support condition.
3.4.1 L0H1 : W pH ´H1q Ñ W pCM1H1pHqq
Let rN , ψs PW pH ´H1q, so that
ψ : N ˆN Ñ OH´H1 ,
where N P CM0pH ´ H1q. Let i : H ´ H1 ãÑ H be the inclusion. An OH -
submodule M Ă i˚N is a lattice if M P CM0pHq and M|H´H1 “ N . The
lattice is integral with respect to ψ if pi˚ψqpMˆMq Ă OH .
MˆM Ă

i˚N ˆ i˚N
i˚ψ

OH Ă i˚OH´H1
IfM is an integral lattice for rN , ψs, its dual lattice is an OH -submoduleM1 Ă
i˚N defined for each affine open subset U Ă H by
M1pUq “ tn P i˚N pUq | pi˚ψqpUqpn,MpUqq Ă OHpUqu .
Then there is an induced symmetric bilinear form
ψ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K
i˚OH´H1
OH
given by ψ¯pm¯11, m¯12q “ d0ppi˚ψqpm11,m12qq on affine open subsets.
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M1{M is supported on H1 because M1 locally coincides with M at every
point of H ´H1 by the nonsingularity of ψ. Moreover, M1{M P CM1pHq by
[13, 1.2].
Before we prove our main propositions (Proposition 3.4.4, Proposition 3.4.5),
we need some lemmas:
Lemma 3.4.1. In the notation as above,
i˚OH´H1{OH “ V1OH .
Proof. V1OH “ KpHqOH , where the function field KpHq of H is viewed as a con-
stant sheaf on H, and for every affine open subset U Ă H, V1OH ,H1pUq Ă
pKpHq{OHqpUq is the subset of sections with poles along H1 X U :
V1OH ,H1pUq “
8ď
j“1
p0 : I pH1qjpUqqpi˚KpHq{OHqpUq “
i˚OH´H1
OH pUq Ă
KpHq
OH pUq.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let rM, φs PW pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq, and N ĂM a totally isotropic
submodule such that N ,NK{N P CMp`1pXq. If the induced bilinear maps
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ Vp`1, β : NK{N ˆNK{N Ñ Vp`1
are nonsingular and rNK{N , βs is a lagrangian, then rM, φs is a lagrangian.
Proof. Let K{N Ă NK{N be a sublagrangian, where N Ă K Ă NK. We will
show that K Ă M is a sublagrangian. Since N ,K{N P CMp`1pXq, we have
K P CMp`1pXq [13, 1.2]. Being a sublagrangian, K{N Ă NK{N is totally
isotropic, so K ĂM is totally isotropic, as well. Let
φ¯ : K ˆM{KÑ Vp`1
be the induced pairing. We will show that the induced map
ad: φ¯ :M{KÑH ompK,Vp`1q
is bijective. This would imply M{K P CMp`1pXq [13, 1.6a], and that K ĂM
is a sublagrangian, finishing the proof.
To this end, note that there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ N
K{N
K{N
jÑ MK Ñ
M
NK Ñ 0.
Taking p´q˚ ”H omp´,Vp`1q, we obtain a commutative diagram
0 K{N
ad β¯

oo K
ad φ¯

oo N
adα

i
inc.
oo 0oo
ppNK{N q{pK{N qq˚ pM{Kq˚j
˚
oo pM{NKq˚oo 0oo
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where the rows are exact. Since ad β¯ and adα are isomorphisms, j˚ is surjective,
hence ad φ¯ is bijective. Reflexivity of CM modules [13, 1.6a] then implies that
ad: φ¯ is also bijective, as desired.
Lemma 3.4.3. Let rM, φs PW pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq, and N ĂM a totally isotropic
submodule such that N ,NK{N P CMp`1pXq. If the induced bilinear maps
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ Vp`1, β : NK{N ˆNK{N Ñ Vp`1
are nonsingular, then rM, φs “ rNK{N , βs in W pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq.
Proof. We will show that rM, φs ´ rNK{N , βs “ rM‘ pNK{N q, φ‘ p´βqs is a
lagrangian. Let N1 ” N ‘ 0 ĂM‘ pNK{N q. Then N1 P CMp`1H1 pXq, and
NK1 “ NK ‘ pNK{N q ĂM‘ pNK{N q, M‘ pN
K{N q
NK1
»M{NK.
Since N Ă NK, we have N1 Ă NK1 and
NK1 {N1 » pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q P CMp`1H1 pXq.
The induced bilinear maps
N1 ˆM‘ pN
K{N q
NK1
Ñ Vp`1, NK1 {N1 ˆNK1 {N1 Ñ Vp`1,
are isomorphic to
α : N ˆ pM{NKq Ñ Vp`1,
β ‘ p´βq : pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q ˆ pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q Ñ Vp`1,
respectively. Note that the latter is a hyperbolic form, hence a lagrangian. Thus,
applying Lemma 3.4.2 with rM ‘ pNK{N q, φ ‘ p´βqs in place of rM, φs, and
N1 in place of N , it follows that rM‘ pNK{N q, φ‘ p´βqs is a lagrangian.
We are now ready to prove one of our main propositions in this chapter:
Proposition 3.4.4. There is a well-defined map
L0H1 : W pH ´H1q 99KW pCM1H1pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s,
where M is an integral lattice for rN , ψs.
Proof. We have seen above that M1{M P CM1H1pHq. We must show that 1)
ψ¯ is nonsingular, 2) rM1{M, ψ¯s is independent of the choice of M, and 3) if
rN , ψs is a lagrangian, so is rM1{M, ψ¯s.
1) For the nonsingularity of ψ¯, we need to show that the induced map
ad ψ¯ :M1{MÑH ompM1{M, i˚OH´H1{OHq
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is bijective. Injectivity is clear from the definition of dual lattice. For surjectiv-
ity, let β PH ompM1{M, i˚OH´H1{OHq. The short exact sequence
0 ÑMÑM1 ÑM1{MÑ 0
induces an exact sequence [13, 1.6b]
0 Ð pM1{Mqˆ δÐ M˜ Ð M˜1 Ð 0.
where p´q˜ :“H omp´,OHq, p´qˆ :“H omp´,V1pHqq. If β “ δpαq, there is a
commutative diagram
0 //M //
α

M1 //
α1

M1{M
β

// 0
0 // OH // i˚OH´H1 // V1OH ,H1 // 0
where the rows are exact (Lemma 3.4.1). α1 is given on an affine open subset
U Ă H by α1pUq “ pi˚ψqpUqpm,´q for some m PMpUq. Hence,
βpUq “ ψ¯pUqpm¯1,´q “ ad ψ¯pUqpm¯1q
for some m¯1 P pM1{MqpUq, i.e., ad ψ¯ is surjective.
2) Now suppose that M1,M2 Ă i˚N are two integral lattices. Then M1 X
M2 is also an integral lattice, so we may assume M1 Ă M2. Then there are
inclusions
M1 ĂM2 ĂM12 ĂM11 Ă i˚N .
Hence, M2{M1 ĂM11{M1 is a totally isotropic subspace, and
pM2{M1qK “M12{M1 ĂM11{M1.
Hence, there are isomorphisms
pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q »M12{M2, pM11{M1q{pM2{M1qK »M11{M12,
and the induced bilinear maps
α :M2{M1 ˆ pM11{M1q{pM2{M1qK Ñ V1pHq,
β : pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q ˆ pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q Ñ V1pHq,
are isomorphic to the bilinear forms
α1 :M2{M1 ˆM11{M12 Ñ V1pHq,
β1 :M12{M2 ˆM12{M2 Ñ V1pHq,
respectively. We have shown the nonsingularity of β1 in the first part of the
proof. Similar proof shows that adα1 is surjective. The reflexivity of CM mod-
ules [13, 1.6] implies that M21 “M1, which in turn implies injectivity of adα1.
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Hence, α1 and β1 are nonsingular, and therefore α and β are nonsingular. Since
M2{M1,M12{M2 P CM1pHq [13, 1.2], the result then follows from applying
Lemma 3.4.3 to rM11{M1, ψ¯s PW pCM1H1pHqq and M2{M1 ĂM11{M1.
3) Let rN , ψs PW pH´H1q be a lagrangian. We will show that rM1{M, ψ¯s “
0 PW pCM1H1pHqq. Since the localization map
W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq
is injective [14, 3.9], it suffices to show that
rM1x{Mx, ψ¯xs “ 0 PW pCM1pHxqq @x P Hp1q.
Let I Ă N be a sublagrangian, and define
G :“ kerpM i˚N Ñ i˚pN {Iqq.
Since M is an integral lattice, there is an induced bilinear map
i˚ψ :MˆMÑ OH .
Since G Ă i˚I, the submodule G ĂM is totally isotropic with respect to i˚ψ,
and there is an induced pairing
α : G ˆM{G Ñ OH .
Let p´q˚ :“H omp´,OHq. Since M1 »M˚ [14, 3.16], there is a commutative
diagram
0

0

0

0 // G j //
adα

M
ad i˚ψ

pi //M{G
ad: α

// 0
0 // pM{Gq˚ pi˚ //

M˚

j˚ // G˚

0 // cok adα

p¯i˚ //M1{M

j¯˚ // cok ad: α

0 0 0
where the rows and columns are exact. Since M P CM0pHq and M{G 
i˚pN {Iq P CM0pHq, we have G,M{G P S01 pHq [14, 1.19]. Hence, Gx,Mx{Gx P
CM0pHxq @x P Hp1q. By [13, 1.6c], the second and third rows are locally
exact at every point of Hp1q. Let S :“ im p¯i˚. It follows from the commutative
diagram that ψ¯|SˆS “ 0, and the local exactness of the third row implies that
S ĂM1{M is a sublagrangian at those points (in Hp1q).
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Since L0H1 is defined in the same way as Pardon’s lattice map L0, there is a
commutative diagram
W pκpηqq d0 // šxPHp1qW pCM1pHxqq
W pH ´H1q d
0
H //
OO
W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
š
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
OO
where d0 “ K1 ˝ L0, d0H “ K1H1 ˝ L0H1 , and the vertical maps are induced by
inclusion. Note that the bottom right has only two Witt components supported
on TL and TN , because the image of the lattice map L0H1 is supported on H1.
3.4.2 L1TL
šL1TN : W pCM1TLpH ´ NqšW pCM1TN pH ´ Lq Ñ
W pCM2H2pHqq
Let rN , ψs PW pCM1TLpH ´Nqq, so that
ψ : N ˆN Ñ V1OH´N ,TL ,
where N P CM1TLpH ´ Nq. Let i : H ´ N ãÑ H be the inclusion. An OH -
submodule M Ă i˚N is a lattice if M P CM1LpHq and M|H´N “ N . The
lattice is integral with respect to ψ if pi˚ψqpMˆMq Ă V1OH .
MˆM Ă

i˚N ˆ i˚N
i˚ψ

V1OH Ă i˚V1OH´N ,TL
Since M Ă i˚N , the image of the left vertical map necessarily lies in V1OH ,L.
If M is an integral lattice for rN , ψs, its dual lattice is an OH -submodule
M1 Ă i˚N defined for each affine open subset U Ă H by
M1pUq “  n P i˚N pUq | pi˚ψqpUqpn,MpUqq Ă V1OH ,LpUq( .
Applying Bass’s theorem [2, 2.5] which states that minimal injective resolution
is preserved under taking annihilator of a regular element, we obtain an exact
sequence
0 Ñ V1OH ,L Ñ E1OH ,L d
1Ñ E2OH ,L Ñ 0,
which is a minimal injective resolution of V1OH ,L as a sheaf of OLH -modules,
where OLH is the L-adic completion of OH . Thus, there is an induced map
ψ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K V
2
OH .
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M1 locally coincides withM at every point of H ´N . Also, being submodules
of i˚N ,M1 andM are supported on L. Hence,M1{M is supported on NXL “
H2, and the image of ψ¯ lies in V2pHqH2 . Moreover, M1{M P CM2pHq by [13,
1.2].
Our next main proposition of this chapter can be proved in the same way as
Proposition 3.4.4:
Proposition 3.4.5. There are well-defined maps
L1TL : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq 99K W pCM2H2pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s,
L1TN : W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq 99K W pCM2H2pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s.
Let d1H :“ L1TL
šL1TN , so that
d1H : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq ÑW pCM2H2pHqq.
Since L1TL and L1TN are defined in the same way as Pardon’s lattice map L1,
there is a commutative diagram
š
xPHp1qW pCM1pHxqq d
1
// š
xPHp2qW pCM2pHxqq
W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
š
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
OO
d1H // W pCM2H2pHqq
OO
where d1 “ K2 ˝L1. Note that the Witt group on the bottom right is supported
on four points 0xy, 0zw, 0xy¯, 0zw¯ P Hp2q.
3.5 De´vissage
Let X be a scheme, and x P Xppq a point of codimension p. In its original form,
de´vissage [13, 2.2] states that there is an isomorphism (see (2.3) for canonical
version)
W pκpxqq „ÑW pCMppXxqq.
In order to identify the complex (3.5) with a complex of Witt groups of tori, we
need isomorphisms of the form
W pTXq „ÑW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq. (3.11)
There is certainly such a map induced by inclusion. However, unlike CMppXxq,
the sheaves in CM1TX pHn ´Nq are not of finite length, so de´vissage cannot be
applied in its original form. In this section, we show that the map is still an
isomorphism. First we need a lemma:
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Lemma 3.5.1. Let
0 Ñ E0 Ñ E1 Ñ E2 Ñ 0
be a minimal injective resolution of Crx, ys. Then
E1y :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiqE1 » Cpxqry, 1{ysCpxqrys .
Proof. Let Vp Ă Ep denote the p-th cosyzygy. We have E0 “ Cpx, yq, V1 “
Cpx,yq
Crx,ys , and
V1y :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiqV1 » Crx, y, 1{ysCrx, ys .
Hence, there is an inclusion V1y ãÑ Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys . We will show that this is an an
essential injective extension over Crxsrryss. This is an equivalent way of saying
that it is an injective hull over Crxsrryss [17, 2.21]. Since V1y Ă E1y is an injective
hull over Crxsrryss by Bass [2, 2.5], the result follows.
Cpxqry,1{ys
Cpxqrys is an injective Cpxqrryss-module, since it is divisible over PID. This
in turn implies that it is injective over Crxsrryss.
For essentiality, note that every non-zero element of Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys can be repre-
sented by a finite sum of the form
ř
iě1
fi
giyi
, where fi, gi P Crxs Ă Crxsrryss. By
multiplying this by
ś
iě gi, one obtains a non-zero element in V1y “ Crx,y,1{ysCrx,ys .
This implies that V1y ãÑ Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys is an essential extension.
Proposition 3.5.2. There are isomorphisms
W pTXq „ÑW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq, W pTZq „ÑW pCM1TZ pHn ´Nqq
W pTY q „ÑW pCM1TY pHn ´ Lqq, W pTW q „ÑW pCM1TW pHn ´ Lqq
induced by inclusion.
Proof. We will only prove the first isomorphism. The proofs for the other iso-
morphisms are similar.
TX can be covered by two affine open subsets, U “ SpecCrx, 1{xs and
V “ SpecCrz, 1{zs, glued together via xØ 1{z. If rM, φs PW pTXq, then
φpUq :MpUq ˆMpUq Ñ V0OTX pUq “ Crx, 1{xs
φpV q :MpV q ˆMpV q Ñ V0OTX pV q “ Crz, 1{zs
where MpUq is a free Crx, 1{xs-module, and MpV q is a free Crz, 1{zs-module.
On the other hand, viewed as a subset of Hn ´N , TX can also be covered
by two affine open subsets U1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs and U4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{zs,
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glued together via x Ø 1{z and y Ø znw¯. If rN , ψs P W pCM1TX pHn ´ Nqq,
then
N pU1q ˆN pU1q ψpU1qÑ V1OHn´N ,TX pU1q “
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiq Cpx,yq
Crx,y,1{xs
“ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
N pU4q ˆN pU4q ψpU4qÑ V1OHn´N ,TX pU4q “
8ď
i“1
p0 : w¯iq Cpz,w¯q
Crz,w¯,1{zs
“ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
where N pU1q is a CM Crx, y, 1{xs-module of codimension 1 killed by some power
of y, and N pU4q is a CM Crz, w¯, 1{zs-module of codimension 1 killed by some
power of w¯.
Let i : TX ãÑ Hn ´N be the inclusion. There is an injection
j : i˚V0OTX ãÑ V1OHn´N ,TX ,
which is given on the affine charts U1 and U4 by
jpU1q : Crx, 1{xs
1
yãÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
jpU4q : Crz, 1{zs
1
znw¯ãÑ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{ys
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Thus there is an induced map of Witt groups
W pTXq 99KW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq, rM, φs ÞÑ ri˚M, j ˝ i˚φs.
We will show that this map is an isomorphism. It suffices to show that this is
an isomorphism on one of the affine charts, U1.
There is a commutative diagram of value groups
0

0

V0Crx,1{xs “ Crx, x´1s

  1{y // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs

“ V1Crx,y,1{xs,y
E0Crx,1{xs “ Cpxq

  1{y // Cpxqry,1{ys
Cpxqrys

“ E1Cpxqrys,y
V1Crx,1{xs “ CpxqCrx,1{xs

  1{y // Cpxqry,1{ys
Crx,y,1{x,1{ys`Cpxqrys

“ V2Crx,y,1{xs,y
0 0
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where the columns are exact. Note that we can make the identification
E1Cpxqrys,y “
Cpxqry, 1{ys
Cpxqrys
by Lemma 3.5.1. Thus we have an induced commutative diagram of Witt groups
0

0

W pCM0pCrx, 1{xsq
K0

1{y // W pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
K1y

W pCM0pCpxqqq
L0

1{y // W pCM1ypCpxqrysqq
L1y

W pCM1pCrx, 1{xsqq
 
1{y // W pCM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
0 0
Pardon[14] showed that the first column is exact. His proof easily extends to the
second column (shown below), so the second column is also exact. We will show
that the second and third horizontal maps are isomorphisms, which implies that
the first horizontal map is also an isomorphism.
To this end, note that the modules in CM1ypCpxqrysq and CM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsq
are of finite length. Hence, we may apply de´vissage [13, 2.2] to reduce the powers
of y which annihilate the modules down to 1, thereby representing the forms by
the images of the horizontal maps. This proves surjectivity. Injectivity follows
from the fact that de´vissage preserves lagrangians.
To prove exactness of the second column, first note that surjectivity of L1y
follows from surjectivity of L0 and bijectivity of the bottom horizontal map.
Secondly, injectivity of K1y follows from injectivity of K1 [14, 3.9]. L1y ˝ K1y “ 0
is clear, and the only non-trivial part is to show that kerL1y Ă imK1y. Let
rN,ψs P kerL1y, so that
rM 1{M, ψ¯s ` rL1, φ1s “ rL2, φ2s, (3.12)
where M is an integral lattice for rN,ψs, M 1 is its dual lattice, and rL1, φ1s,
rL2, φ2s are lagrangians.
First suppose that rL1, φ1s “ 0, so that rM 1{M, ψ¯s is a lagrangian. Let
K¯ Ă M 1{M be a sublagrangian, and K Ă M 1 its pullback under the quotient
map M 1  M 1{M . Since K¯ is a sublagrangian, K¯ “ K¯K [8, p. 134], therefore
K “ K 1. The isomorphism
K 1 » HompK,V1Crx,y,1{xsq
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then implies that K P CM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsq [14, 1.13], and that
ψ|KˆK : K ˆK Ñ V1Crx,y,1{xs
is nonsingular. Hence, rK,ψ|KˆKs PW pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq, and clearly
K1yprK,ψKˆKsq “ rN,ψs,
proving kerL1y Ă imK1y.
Next, we show that rL1, φ1s P imK1y, justifying our assumption. By adding
rL1,´φ1s to both sides of (3.12), we may assume that rL1, φ1s is a hyperbolic
form (1.2.2), so that
L1 “ T ‘ T˜ ,
where T P CM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsq and T˜ :“ HompT,V2Crx,y,1{xsq. By [13, 1.6b], there
exists an exact sequence
0 Ñ I Ñ J Ñ T Ñ 0, (3.13)
where J P CM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsq, and a dual exact sequence
0 Ñ J˚ Ñ I˚ Ñ T˜ Ñ 0, (3.14)
where J˚ :“ HompJ,V1Crx,y,1{xsq, I˚ :“ HompI,V1Crx,y,1{xsq. Combining (3.13)
and (3.14) gives an exact sequence
0 Ñ I ‘ J˚ Ñ J ‘ I˚ Ñ L1 Ñ 0.
Let S :“ I ‘ J˚, and
σ : S ˆ S Ñ V1Crx,y,1{xs
the induced pairing with σ|IˆI “ σ|J˚ˆJ˚ “ 0. Then rS, σs PW pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
[13, 1.6a], and K1yprS, σsq “ rL1, φ1s, as desired.
Corollary 3.5.3. There are canonical isomorphisms
W pTXq
ž
W pTZq „Ñ W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
W pTY q
ž
W pTW q „Ñ W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq
induced by inclusion.
Proof. It is easy to see that ifM P CM1TLpHn´Nq, thenM “MX‘MZ , whereMX :“ Y8i“1p0 : I pXqiqM, MZ :“ Y8i“1p0 : I pZqiqM, and I pXq,I pZq Ă
OHn are the ideal sheaves of X and Z, respectively. Hence, there is an isomor-
phism
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq » W pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TZ pHn ´Nqq,
rM, φs ÞÑ prMX , φ|MX s, rMZ , φ|MZ sq
rM, φs ` rN , ψs Ð[ prM, φs, rN , ψsq
and the result follows from Proposition 3.5.2.
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Chapter 4
Quasi-isomorphism via toric
decomposition
In this chapter, we will prove that the toric complex
0 ÑW pHn ´H1nq
d0HnÑ W pH1n ´H2nq
d1HnÑ W pH2nq Ñ 0 (4.1)
is quasi-isomorphic to the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn
0 Ñ
ž
xPHp0qn
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1qn
W pκpxqq d1Ñ
ž
xPHp2qn
W pκpxqq d2Ñ 0. (4.2)
By Corollary 3.5.3, this implies that the complex
0 ÑW pH´H1q d
0
HÑ W pCM1TLpH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH´Lqq
d1HÑ W pCM2H2pHqq Ñ 0
(4.3)
that we constructed in Chapter 3 is quasi-isomorphic to (4.2).
More generally, let X be a toric variety of dimension n, where
X “ X0 Ą X1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Xn Ą Xn`1 “ H
is a chain of closures of orbits of the torus action, and Y p :“ Xp ´ Xp`1 is a
finite disjoint union of pn´ pq-tori. Let
RppXq :“ à
xPXppq
W pκpxqq
be the p-th term of the Gersten-Witt complex of X.
In order to prove the quasi-isomorphism, we need the following proposition,
due to Pardon:
Proposition 4.0.4. Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2. Then the Gersten-Witt
complex of Ank is acyclic, and H0pAnk q “W pAnk q.
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Proof. We will prove by induction on n. It is trivially true if n “ 0, so assume
that n ě 1, and that it is true for n´ 1.
If p P Spec krx1s, denote its fibre under the projection
Spec krx1, . . . , xns Spec krx1s
by Fp. If p P Spec krx1s is not the generic point, then p “ pfq, where f P krx1s
is an irreducible polynomial. Hence,
Fp “ Specpkrx1, . . . , xns{pfqq “ Specppkrx1s{pfqqrx2, . . . , xnsq,
and krx1s{pfq is an algebraic field extension over k. If η P Spec krx1s is the
generic point, then Fη “ Spec kpx1qrx2, . . . , xns. Note that Spec krx1, . . . , xns
and Fη have the same function field, kpx1, . . . , xnq.
Let A :“ Spec krx1, . . . , xns and A1 :“ Spec krx1s. There is a commutative
diagram
0 // W pkrx1sq //

W pkpx1qq //

š
pPAp1q1 W pkrx1s{pq //

0
0 // W pAq // W pFηq // špPAp1q1 W pFpq // 0
where the vertical maps are induced by inclusion. By Karoubi [7], the vertical
maps are isomorphisms, and by Pardon [13], the first row is exact. Hence, the
second row is also exact.
Now, there is a short exact sequence of Gersten-Witt complexes
0 Ñ
ž
pPAp1q1
R‚pFpqr´1s Ñ R‚pAq Ñ R‚pFηq Ñ 0,
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where r´1s indicates a degree shift by -1. There is a commutative diagram
0

0

š
pPAp1q1 W pKpFpqq

// . . .
0 // W pAq

A // W pKpAqq
“
d0A // š
xPAp1qW pκpxqq

// . . .
0 // W pFηq

Fη // W pKpFηqq
d0Fη // š
xPF p1qη W pκpxqq

// . . .
š
pPAp1q1 W pFpq

0
0
where columns are exact, and Kp´q denotes the function field. Diagram chasing
shows that there is an induced mapž
pPAp1q1
W pFpq 99K
ž
pPAp1q1
W pKpFpqq.
By the induction hypothesis, this map is injective, and the first and third rows
in the above diagram are exact. Hence, the second row also is exact.
The same proof works with Laurent polynomials:
Proposition 4.0.5. Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2, and T a torus (of any di-
mension) over k. Then the Gersten-Witt complex of T is acyclic, and H0pT q “
W pT q.
We now prove the main proposition of this chapter (see Takeda [19] for
K-theoretic analogue):
Proposition 4.0.6. The complex W pY ‚q is quasi-isomorphic to R‚pXq.
Proof. The inclusion Xp`1 ãÑ Xp induces a short exact sequence
0 Ñ R‚pXp`1qr´1s Ñ R‚pXpq Ñ R‚pY pq Ñ 0, (4.4)
where r´1s indicates a degree shift by -1. Since Y p “ši T pi , R‚pY pq is acyclic
by Proposition 4.0.5. Hence, the short exact sequence (4.4) induces an exact
sequence
0 Ñ H0pR‚pXpqq KpÑ H0pR‚pY pqq δ
p
99K H0pR‚pXp`1qq J pÑ H1pR‚pXpqq Ñ 0,
(4.5)
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and isomorphisms
Hk´1pR‚pXp`1qq „Ñ HkpR‚pXpqq @k ě 2.
The latter gives rise to a chain of isomorphisms
H1pR‚pXp´1qq „Ñ H2pR‚pXp´2qq „Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ „Ñ HppR‚pX0qq,
which are induced by the inclusion R‚pXp´iqr´1s ãÑ R‚pXp´i´1q.
Let Bp :“ Kp`1 ˝ δp. The exactness of the sequence (4.5) implies that there
is a complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H0pR‚pY p´1qq Bp´1Ñ H0pR‚pY pqq BpÑ H0pR‚pY p`1qq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (4.6)
By Proposition 4.0.4,
H0pR‚pY pqq “W pY pq “
ž
i
W pT pi q.
Hence, (4.6) gives a complex W pY ‚q.
There is a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pY p´1qq
δp´1

Bp´1
((
0

0 // H0pR‚pXpqq
J p´1

Kp // H0pR‚pY pqq δp //
Bp
((
H0pR‚pXp`1qq
Kp`1

H1pR‚pXp´1qq

H0pR‚pY p`1qq
0
where the rows and columns are exact. Hence, there is a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pXpqq Kp„ // ker Bp
im δp´1
Ă
„ // im Bp´1
Ă
which gives rise to isomorphisms
HppR‚pX0qq „Ð H1pR‚pXp´1qq J p´1Ð„
H0pR‚pXpqq
im δp´1
KpÑ„
ker Bp
im Bp´1 “ H
ppW pY ‚qq,
where the first two isomorphisms are induced by inclusion.
Now we will show that this isomorphism is induced by a chain map
R‚pX0q L99W pY ‚q.
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By the short exact sequence (4.4), there is a commutative diagram
0

0

0

H0pR‚pXpqq
pXpq

// H0pR‚pY pqq

δp

pY pq

H0pR‚pXp`1qq
pXp`1q

R0pXpq „ //
d0pXpq

R0pY pq
d0pY pq

0 // R0pXp`1q
d0pXp`1q

// R1pXpq
d1pXpq

// R1pY pq
d1pY pq

// 0
0 // R1pXp`1q
d1pXp`1q

// R2pXpq
d2pXpq

// R2pY pq
d2pY pq

// 0
0 // R2pXp`1q

// R3pXpq

// R3pY pq

// 0
...
...
...
where the rows and columns are exact. By the isomorphism R0pXpq „Ñ R0pY pq,
there is a map λp : H0pR‚pY pqq 99K R0pXpq, and a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pY p´1qq
dp´1

  λp´1 // R0pXp´1q
d0pXp´1q
&&
H0pR‚pY pqq
dp

  λp // R0pXpq   //
d0pXpq
&&
R1pXp´1q
d1pXp´1q
&&
H0pR‚pY p`1qq   λp`1 // R0pXp`1q   // R1pXpq   // R2pXp´1q
Hence, there are inclusions of chains
W pY ‚q λ‚ãÑ R‚pXp´1qr´p` 1s ãÑ R‚pXp´2qr´p` 2s ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ R‚pX0q,
which induces the isomorphism HppW pY ‚qq „Ñ HppR‚pX0qq.
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Chapter 5
Computations
In this chapter, we will compute the boundary maps of the toric complex (3.5).
For the sake of simplicity (and without loss of generality), we will assume that
n ě 0.
From our choice of affine coordinates (3.1), we haveHn´H1n “ SpecCrx, y, 1{x, 1{ys.
Then W pHn´H1nq is a Z{2-vector space of dimension 4, generated by the unary
forms x1y, xxy, xyy, xxyy [7, 3.11]. On the other hand, by Corollary 3.5.3,
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq (5.1)
is generated by 8 basis elements corresponding to the basis elements of
W pTXq, W pTY q, W pTZq, W pTW q,
each of which is generated by two basis elements [7, 3.9]. Hence, d0Hn can be
represented by an 8-by-4 matrix. On the other hand, H2n consists of four points
(refer to the picture (3.2)), and since the Witt group of a point is W pCq “ Z{2,
W pCM2H2npHnqq is a Z{2-vector space of dimension 4, so d1Hn can be represented
by a 4-by-8 matrix.
Proposition 5.0.7. With above choice of basis, the matrix representation for
d0Hn is given by
d0Heven “
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 0 0 1 0
xxy 0 0 0 1
x1yy 0 1 0 0
xyy 0 0 0 1
x1zy 0 0 1 0
xzy 0 0 0 1
x1wy 0 1 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 1
, d0Hodd “
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 0 0 1 0
xxy 0 0 0 1
x1yy 0 1 0 0
xyy 0 0 0 1
x1zy 0 0 0 1
xzy 0 0 1 0
x1wy 0 1 0 0
xwy 0 0 1 0
.
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Proof. Let us first determine the entries in the first column. To do this, we need
to see where the form pOHn´H1n , x1yq is sent to by the composition K1H1n˝L0H1n . To
apply the lattice map L0H1n , we need to find an integral lattice for pOHn´H1n , x1yq.
We claim that OHn is an integral lattice for pOHn´H1n , x1yq. To see this, we check
that the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσiq ˆOHnpUσiq x1yÑ pj˚OHn´H1nqpUσiq
lies in V0OHn pUσiq for every i, where j : Hn ´ H1n ãÑ Hn is the inclusion (see
(3.1) for the definition of Uσi .) For example, on Uσ1 , the form pOHn´H1n , x1yq is
given by
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys 1Ñ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys,
and the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσ1q ˆOHnpUσ1q “ Crx, ys ˆ Crx, ys 1Ñ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
lies in V0OHn pUσ1q “ OHnpUσ1q “ Crx, ys.
To find its dual lattice, note that
O1HnpUσ1q :“ tf P Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys | f ¨ Crx, ys Ă Crx, ysu “ Crx, ys “ OHnpUσ1q.
We can similarly check that O1HnpUσiq “ OHnpUσiq for every i, so OHn is self-
dual, resulting in L0H1npx1yq “ 0. Hence, d0Hnpx1yq “ K1H1n ˝ L0H1npx1yq “ 0, and
the entries in the first column are all 0.
Now let us determine the entries in the second column.
The form pOHn´H1n , xxyq is given on the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys xÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s xÑ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s 1{zÑ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
This time, OHn is not an integral lattice because the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσ3q ˆOHnpUσ3q “ Crz, ws ˆ Crz, ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
does not lie in V0OHn pUσ3q “ OHpUσ3q “ Crz, ws. On the other hand,
OHnp´W qpUσ3q “ z ¨ Crz, ws,
and the image of the bilinear form
z ¨ Crz, ws ˆ z ¨ Crz, ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
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does lie in Crz, ws. We can similarly check that the image of the bilinar form
OHnp´W qpUσiq ˆOHnp´W qpUσiq xxyÑ pj˚OHn´H1nqpUσiq
lies in V0OHn pUσiq for every i. Hence, OHnp´W q is an integral lattice forpOHn´H1n , xxyq. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´W q1pUσ1q :“ tf P Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys | f ¨ x ¨ Crx, ys Ă Crx, ysu
“ 1
x
¨ Crx, ys
“ OHnpY qpUσ1q,
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´W q1 “
OHnpY q. Hence, L0H1npxxyq is given by
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q ˆ
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q
xxyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.2)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domain from Hn to Hn´N and Hn´L. (Recall L :“ XYZ,
N :“ Y YW .) Restricting (5.2) to Hn ´N gives zero because
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q
ˇˇˇˇ
Hn´N
“ OHn´NOHn´N “ 0.
By Corollary 3.5.3, this implies that K1H1n ˝ L0H1npxxyq has no component in the
subspace generated by x1xy, xxy, x1zy, xzy, hence the corresponding rows in the
second column are 0.
On the other hand, restricting (5.2) to Hn ´ L gives
OHn´LpTY q
OHn´Lp´TW q ˆ
OHn´LpTY q
OHn´Lp´TW q
xxyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L . (5.3)
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.3) gives a commutative diagram
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
x // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
Cry, 1{ys ˆ Cry, 1{ys
„1{xˆ1{x
OO
1 // Cry, 1{ys?

1{x
OO
(5.4)
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws ˆ Crz,w,1{wsz¨Crz,w,1{ws
1{z // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1ˆ1
OO
1 // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
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We therefore conclude that K1L ˝L0Hnpxxyq “ x1yy ` x1wy. Hence, in the second
column, the rows corresponding to x1yy and x1wy are 1, and the rows corre-
sponding to xyy nad xwy are 0.
So far our results didn’t depend on n. Now we will see that the third and
fourth columns do depend on n.
To determine the third column, consider the form pOHn´H1n , xyyq, given on
the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s 1{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws z
n{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s z
nw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
We use the same argument as above to conclude that OHnp´Zq is an integral
lattice for pOHn´H1n , xyyq. For example, OHnp´ZqpUσ3q “ w ¨ Crz, ws, and the
image of the bilinear map
w ¨ Crz, ws ˆ w ¨ Crz, ws zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
lies in V0OHn pUσ3q “ Crz, ws. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´Zq1pUσ3q :“
"
f P Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws | f ¨ z
n
w
¨ w ¨ Crz, ws Ă Crz, ws
*
“ 1
zn
¨ Crz, ws
“ OHnpX ` nW qpUσ3q.
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´Zq1 “
OHnpX ` nW q. Hence, L0H1npxyyq is given by
OHnpX ` nW q
OHnp´Zq ˆ
OHnpX ` nW q
OHnp´Zq
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.5)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domains to Hn ´N and Hn ´L. Restricting (5.5) to Hn ´L
gives
OHn´LpnTW q
OHn´L
ˆ OHn´LpnTW qOHn´L
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L , (5.6)
while restricting it to Hn ´N gives
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq ˆ
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´N . (5.7)
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On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.6) is zero because
OHn´LpnTW q
OHn´L
ˇˇˇˇ
pHn´LqXUσ1
“ OpHn´LqXUσ1OpHn´LqXUσ1
“ 0,
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it becomes
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.8)
If n is even, then
1
zn{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.8) of half the rank, i.e., a sublagrangian.
Hence, the Witt class of (5.8) is zero, i.e., K1L˝L0H1evenpxyyq “ 0. This implies that
d0Hevenpxyyq has no component in the subspace spanned by x1yy, xyy, x1wy, xwy,
and the corresponding rows in the third column are zero.
On the other hand, if n is odd, then
M :“
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.8), and
MK “
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ,
so MK{M » Crw, 1{ws, and there is a commutative diagram
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
ˆ
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
zn{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1{zpn`1q{2ˆ1{zpn`1q{2
OO
1{w // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
(5.9)
By Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3, M ÞÑMK{M does not change the Witt
class, so we conclude that K1L ˝ L0H1oddpxyyq “ x1{wy “ xwy. Hence, in the third
column, the row corresponding to xwy is 1, while the rows corresponding to
x1yy, xyy, x1wy are 0.
Now on pHn ´ Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, (5.7) gives a commutative
diagram
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs
y // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs
Crx, 1{xs ˆ Crx, 1{xs
„1{yˆ1{y
OO
1 // Crx, 1{xs?

1{y
OO
(5.10)
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while on pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{zs, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs ˆ Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs
zn{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{zs
Crz, 1{zs ˆ Crz, 1{zs
„1ˆ1
OO
zn // Crz, 1{zs?

1{w
OO
(5.11)
Hence, we conclude that K1N ˝ L0H1npxyyq “ x1xy ` xzny. This implies that on
the third column, the rows corresponding to x1xy and xzny are 1, while the rows
corresponding to xxy and xzn`1y are 0.
Finally, let us determine the entries in the fourth column. The form pOHn´H1n , xxyyq
is given on the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s x{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws z
n´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s z
n´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Using the same argument as above, we conclude thatOHnp´Z´W q is an integral
lattice. For example, OHnp´Z ´W qpUσ3q “ zw ¨ Crz, ws, and the image of the
bilinear form
zw ¨ Crz, ws ˆ zw ¨ Crz, ws zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
lies in Crz, ws. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´Z ´W q1pUσ3q :“
"
f P Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws | f ¨ z
n´1
w
¨ zw ¨ Crz, ws Ă Crz, ws
*
“ 1
zn
¨ Crz, ws
“ OHnpX ` Y ` nW qpUσ3q.
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´Z´
W q1 “ OHnpX ` Y ` nW q. Hence, L0H1npxxyyq is given by
OHnpX ` Y ` nW q
OHnp´Z ´W q ˆ
OHnpX ` Y ` nW q
OHnp´Z ´W q
xxyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.12)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domains to Hn ´N and Hn ´ L.
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Restricting (5.12) to Hn ´N gives
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq ˆ
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq
xyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´N , (5.13)
while restricting to Hn ´ L gives
OHn´LpTY ` nTW q
OHn´Lp´TW q ˆ
OHn´LpTY ` nTW q
OHn´Lp´TW q
xyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L . (5.14)
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, (5.13) gives a commutative diagram
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs
xy // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs
Crx, 1{xs ˆ Crx, 1{xs
„1{yˆ1{y
OO
x // Crx, 1{xs?

1{y
OO
while on pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{zs, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs ˆ Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs
zn´1{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{zs
Crz, 1{zs ˆ Crz, 1{zs
„1ˆ1
OO
zn´1 // Crz, 1{zs?

1{w
OO
Hence, we conclude that K1N ˝ L0H1npxxyyq “ xxy ` xzn´1y. This implies that in
the fourth column, the rows corresponding to xxy and xzn´1y are 1, while the
rows corresponding to x1xy and xzny are 0.
On the other hand, on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.14) gives a
commutative diagram
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
xy // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
Cry, 1{ys ˆ Cry, 1{ys
„1{xˆ1{x
OO
y // Cry, 1{ys?

1{x
OO
(5.15)
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it becomes
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.16)
If n is odd, then
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{xs Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{xs
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is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.16) of half the rank, i.e., a sublagrangian.
Hence, the Witt class of (5.16) is zero, and together with (5.15), we conclude
that
K1L ˝ L0H1
odd
pxxyyq “ xyy.
This implies that in the fourth column, the row corresponding to xyy is 1, while
the rows corresponding to x1yy, x1wy, xwy are 0.
On the other hand, if n is even, then
M :“
1
zn{2´1 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.16), and
MK “
1
zn{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ,
so MK{M » Crw, 1{ws, and there is a commutative diagram
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zn{2´1 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
ˆ
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zn{2´1 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
zn´1{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1{zn{2ˆ1{zn{2
OO
1{w // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
(5.17)
As we noted earlier, M ÞÑ MK{M does not change the Witt class. Hence,
together with (5.15), we conclude that
K1L ˝ L1H1evenpxxyyq “ xyy ` x1{wy “ xyy ` xwy.
This implies that on the fourth column, the rows corresponding to xyy and xwy
are 1, while the rows corresponding to x1yy and x1wy are 0. This completes the
proof.
Proposition 5.0.8. With the same choice of basis as in Proposition 5.0.7, the
map d1Hn is represented by the matrix
d1Heven “
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
x0xy¯y 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
,
d1Hodd “
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
x0xy¯y 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
.
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Proof. Recall that d1Hn :“ L1TL
šL1TN , where
L1TL : W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq Ñ W pCM2H2npHnqq,
L1TN : W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq Ñ W pCM2H2npHnqq.
W pCM1TLpHn´Nqq is generated by x1xy, xxy, x1zy, xzy, and W pCM1TN pHn´Lqq
is generated by x1yy, xyy, x1wy, xwy (Corollary 3.5.3). There is a commutative
diagram
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
L1TL // W pCM2H2pHnqq
W pCM1TX pUσ1 ´ Y qq
OO
L1σ1,y // W pCM20xy pUσ1qq
OO
where the vertical maps are induced by inclusion. Hence, we can compute L1TL
in terms of the affine lattice maps L1σ1,y,L1σ2,y¯,L1σ3,w,L1σ4,w¯, and L1TN in terms
of L1σ1,x,L1σ2,x,L1σ3,z,L1σ4,z. The integral lattice and dual lattice for L1σ1,y are
computed using the value group
V1OUσ1 ,y “
Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, ys »
Crx, y, 1{ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs Ă
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs .
(5.18)
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´NqXUσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs,x1xy is given by (5.10)
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs . (5.19)
Let M :“ 1y ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs Ă
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs . Since the image of the bilinear form
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
lies in V1OUσ1 ,y (5.18), M is an integral lattice for (5.19). Moreover,
M 1 “
#
f P
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs | f ¨
1
y
¨ y P
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
+
“M,
so M is self-dual. Hence, L1σ1,ypx1xyq “ 0. This implies that L1TLpx1xyq has nox0xyy component, so the corresponding row in the first column is 0.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ4 “ Specrz, w¯, 1{zs, x1xy is represented by (see 5.19)
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ˆ
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
znw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs . (5.20)
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Using the the value group
V1OUσ4 ,w¯ “
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯s »
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ` Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs Ă
Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ,
(5.21)
one finds thatM :“ 1w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zsCrz,w¯,1{zs is an integral lattice, andM 1 “
1
znw¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zs
Crz,w¯,1{zs
is its dual lattice. Since the rank homomorphism induces
W pCM20xy pUσ1qq “W pCq “ Z{2,
dimCpM 1{Mq “ n implies that L1σ4,w¯px1xyq is zero if and only if n is even. This
implies that L1TLpx1xyq has no x0zw¯y component if and only if n is even, so the
corresponding row in the first column is zero if and only if n is even.
Since x1xy is supported on TX (Corollary 3.5.3), the rest of the entries in
the first column are zero.
The entries in the second column are obtained in the same way. On pHn ´
Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, xxy is represented by (see 5.19)
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs . (5.22)
One finds that M “ 1y ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs is an integral lattice, but and that its dual
lattice is M 1 “ 1xy ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs . Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so that L1σ1,ypxxyq is
non-zero. This implies that L1TLpxxyq has a non-zero x0xyy component, so the
corresponding row in the second column is 1.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ4 “ Specrz, w¯, 1{zs, xxy is represented by (see 5.22)
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ˆ
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
zn´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs . (5.23)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,w¯ (5.21), one finds that M :“
z
w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zs
Crz,w¯,1{zs
is an integral lattice, and M 1 “ 1znw¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zsCrz,w¯,1{zs is its dual lattice. Then
dimCM 1{M “ n ` 1, so L1σ4,w¯pxxyq is zero if and only if n is odd. This im-
plies that L1TLpxxyq has no x0zw¯y component if and only if n is odd, so the
corresponding row in the second column is 0 if and only if n is odd.
Since xxy is supported on TX , the rest of the entries in the second column
are zero.
We move on to the third column.
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxxyq that on pHn´LqXUσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys,x1yy is given by (5.4)
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys
xÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys . (5.24)
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Using the value group
V1OUσ1 ,x “
Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, ys »
Crx, y, 1{xs ` Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys Ă
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ,
(5.25)
one finds that
1
x ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ1,xpx1yyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TN px1yyq has no x0xyy component, so the corresponding row
in the third column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ2 “ SpecCrx, y¯, 1{y¯s, x1yy is given by (see (5.24))
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
xÑ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s . (5.26)
Using the value group
V1OUσ2 ,x “
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
Crx, y¯s »
Crx, y¯, 1{xs ` Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s Ă
Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s ,
(5.27)
one finds that
1
x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯s
Crx,y¯,1{y¯s is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ2,xpx1yyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TN px1yyq has no x0xy¯y component, so the corresponding row
in the third column is 0.
Since x1yy is supported on TY , the rest of the entries in the third column
are zero.
We move on to the fourth column.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 , xyy is represented by (see (5.24))
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys
xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys . (5.28)
Using the value group V1OUσ1 ,x (5.25), one finds that M :“
1
x ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1xy ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ysCrx,y,1{ys is its dual lattice. Since
dimCM 1{M “ 1, we conclude that L1σ2,xpxyyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxyyq
has a nonzero x0xyy component, so the corresponding row in the fourth column
is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ2 , xyy is represented by (see 5.26)
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
x{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s (5.29)
Using the value group V1OUσ2 ,x (5.27), one finds that M :“
y¯
x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯s
Crx,y¯,1{y¯s is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯sCrx,y¯,1{y¯s is its dual lattice. Then
dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ2,xpxyyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxyyq has a nonzerox0xy¯y component, so the corresponding row in the fourth column is 1.
Since xyy is supported on TY , the rest of the entries in the fourth column
are zero.
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We move on to the fifth column.
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´NqXUσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{zs,x1zy is represented by (5.11)
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs ˆ
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs
1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs . (5.30)
Using the value group
V1OUσ3 ,w “
Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, ws »
Crz, w, 1{ws ` Crz, w, 1{zs
Crz, w, 1{zs Ă
Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs ,
(5.31)
one finds that Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{xsw¨Crz,w,1{xs is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,wpx1zyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TLpx1zyq has no x0zwy component, so the corresponding row
in the fifth column is 0.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ2 “ Crx, y¯, 1{xs, x1zy is represented by (see 5.30)
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs ˆ
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs
xn{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs , (5.32)
and using the value group V1OUσ2 ,x (5.27), one finds that M :“
Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1xn ¨Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xsy¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ n, so L1σ2,xpx1zyq “ 0 if and only if n is even. This
implies that L1TLpx1zyq has no x0xy¯y component if and only if n is even, so the
corresponding row in the fifth column is 0 if and only if n is even.
Since x1zy is supported on TZ , the rest of the entries in the fifth column are
zero.
We move on to the sixth column.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{zs, xzy is represented by (see 5.30)
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs ˆ
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs
z{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs . (5.33)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,w (5.31), one finds that M :“
Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1z ¨Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs is its dual lattice. Hence,
dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ3,wpxzyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TLpxzyq has a non-zerox0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the sixth column is 1.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ2 “ Crx, y¯, 1{xs, xzy is represented by (see 5.32)
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs ˆ
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs
xn´1{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs . (5.34)
Using the value group
V1OUσ2 ,y¯ “
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯s »
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s ` Crx, y¯, 1{xs
Crx, y¯, 1{xs Ă
Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs ,
(5.35)
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one finds that M “ Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xsy¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is an integral lattice, and that M 1 “
1
xn´1 ¨Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is its dual lattice. Then dimCM
1{M “ n´1, so L1σ2,y¯pxzyq ‰
0 if and only if n is even. This implies that L1TLpxzyq has a non-zero x0xy¯y com-
ponent if and only if n is even, so the corresponding row in the sixth column is
1 if and only if n is even.
Since xzy is supported on TZ , the rest of the entries in the sixth column are
zero.
For the seventh and eight columns, we consider different parities of n sepa-
rately at the outset:
(1) When n is even : We saw in the computation of L0H1npxxyyq that onpHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, x1wy is given by (see (5.16) and (5.17))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{w2Ñ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.36)
Using the value group
V1OUσ3 ,z “
Crz, w, 1{zs
Crz, ws »
Crz, y, 1{zs ` Crz, y, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ,
(5.37)
one finds that
w
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,zpxwyq “
0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq does not have x0zwy component, so the corre-
sponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, x1wy is given by (see 5.36)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
zn´1w¯2Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.38)
Using the value group
V1OUσ4 ,z “
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯s »
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ` Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s Ă
Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ,
(5.39)
one finds that
1
zn{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ4,zpx1wyq “
0. This implies that L1TN px1wyq has no x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding
row in the seventh column is 0.
Since x1wy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the seventh column
are zero.
We move on to the eighth column.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{ws, xwy is represented by (see 5.36)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.40)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds that M :“
w
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws is its dual lattice.
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Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, xwy is represented by (see 5.38)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
zn´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.41)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds thatM :“
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zn{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the eigth column is 1.
Since xwy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the eighth column
are zero.
(2) When n is odd : We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´
Lq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{ws, x1wy is represented by (see (5.8) and (5.9))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{w2Ñ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.42)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds that
w
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws is
a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,zpxwyq “ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has
no x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, x1wy is given by (see (5.42))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
znw¯2Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.43)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds that
1
zpn`1q{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ4,zpx1wyq “ 0. This implies that L1TN px1wyq
has no x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, xwy is given by (see (5.42))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.44)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds thatM :“
w
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, xwy is given by (see (5.43))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
znw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.45)
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Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds thatM :“
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zpn`1q{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is its dual lattice.
Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
Since xwy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the eighth column
are zero.
Remark 5.0.9. The matrix representation for d1H1n
can also be deduced from
Schmid’s result [16] that the canonical map
W pP1;OP1pnqq Ñ
ž
xPP1p1q
W pxq
is given by the second residue homomorphism (Theorem 1.2.1) at x ‰ 8, and
by the first (resp. second) residue homomorphism at x “ 8 if n is odd (resp.
even).
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Chapter 6
Cohomologies
Now that we have seen the quasi-isomorphism between the toric complex (4.3)
and the Gersten-Witt complex (4.2) of Hn, we compute cohomologies using the
former. We will see that they are cohomologies of the Witt sheaf U ÞÑ W pUq
on Hn.
We first verify that d1Hn ˝ d0Hn “ 0. Next, to compute the cohomologies, we
put the matrices into Smith normal forms1 :
d0Heven »
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 1 0 0 0
xxy 0 1 0 0
x1yy 0 0 1 0
xyy 0 0 0 0
x1zy 0 0 0 0
xzy 0 0 0 0
x1wy 0 0 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 0
, d0Hodd »
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 1 0 0 0
xxy 0 1 0 0
x1yy 0 0 1 0
xyy 0 0 0 0
x1zy 0 0 0 0
xzy 0 0 0 0
x1wy 0 0 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 0
.
d1Heven »
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0xy¯y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,
d1Hodd »
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0xy¯y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
.
1They are computed using a Mathematica package IntegerSmithNormalForm from http:
//library.wolfram.com/infocenter/MathSource/682.
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Therefore we have
dimC ker d
0
Hn “ 1, dimC im d0Hn “ 3,
dimC ker d
1
Heven “ 5, dimC ker d1Hodd “ 4,
dimC im d
1
Heven “ 3, dimC im d1Hodd “ 4,
from which we conclude that
H0pW‚pHevenqq “ Z{2, H1pW‚pHevenqq “ pZ{2q2, H2pW‚pHevenqq “ Z{2,
H0pW‚pHoddqq “ Z{2, H1pW‚pHoddqq “ Z{2, H2pW‚pHoddqq “ 0.
Note that
ker d0Hn “ H0pW‚pHnqq “ Z{2 @n P Z. (6.1)
Ferna´ndez-Carmena [4, 3.4] showed that the Witt group of a complex surface is
a birational invariant, so that
W pHnq “W pP2Cq “ Z{2 @n P Z.
On the other hand, since the rank is a local invariant, the localization map
W pHnq ÑW pHn,ηq “ ΓpHn,W0pHnqq,
where η P Hn is the generic point, is an injection. By (6.1), we have
W pHnq “ H0pW‚pHnqq.
By the Purity Theorem [11], W‚ is a resolution of the sheaf U ÞÑW pUq on Hn.
Appendix A
Technical lemmas
We first note a useful lemma, which is easy to prove:
Lemma A.0.10. Let M,N, V be A-modules, and
φ : M ˆN Ñ V
an A-bilinear pairing. If
adφ : M Ñ HomApN,V q, ad: φ : N Ñ HomApM,V q
are the adjoints, then
adφ “ Hompad: φ, V q ˝ ρM , ad: φ “ Hompadφ, V q ˝ ρN , (A.1)
where
Hompadφ, V q : HomApM,V q Ð HomApHomApN,V q, V q,
Hompad: φ, V q : HomApN,V q Ð HomApHomApM,V q, V q,
and
ρM : M Ñ HomApHomApM,V q, V q,
ρN : N Ñ HomApHomApN,V q, V q
are the canonical maps.
Note that if ρM and ρN are isomorphisms, then adφ is bijective if and only
if ad: φ is bijective.
Now let A :“ Crx, ys, V 1y :“ Crx,y,1{ysCrx,ys , and denote p´q˚ :“ HomAp´, V 1y q.
Pardon proved the following :
1. If M P CM1ypAq, then M˚ P CM1ypAq [14, 1.13].
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2. M P CM1ypAq, then the canonical map
ρM : M ÑM˚˚
is bijective [14, 1.17].
3. If
0 ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0
is an exact sequence in CM1ypAq, then the induced sequence
0 Ð pM 1q˚ ÐM˚ Ð pM2q˚ Ð 0
is exact [13, 1.6c].
4. If M P CM1ypAq and N ĂM is a submodule, then N P CM1ypAq [14, 1.19].
Lemma A.0.11. Let M,N P CM1ypAq, and
φ : M ˆN Ñ V 1y
a bilinear pairing. Then the following are equivalent:
1. φ is nonsingular.
2. adφ is bijective.
3. ad: φ is bijective.
4. adφ and ad: φ are injective.
Proof. (1)ô(2)ô(3) follows from bijectivity of ρM : M Ñ M˚˚. (1)ñ(4) is
obvious.
(1)ð(4) : Suppose that adφ and ad: φ are injective. Applying HomAp´, V 1y q
to the short exact sequence
0 ÑM adφÑ N˚ Ñ N˚{M Ñ 0
gives an injection
CM1ypAq Q N “ N˚˚ Ðâ pN˚{Mq˚.
Hence, pN˚{Mq˚ P CM1ypAq. Then N˚{M “ pN˚{Mq˚˚ P CM1ypAq, so there
is an exact sequence
0 ÐM˚ padφq˚Ð N˚˚ Ð pN˚{Mq˚ Ð 0,
so padφq˚ is surjective. Since ad: φ “ padφq˚ ˝ ρN and ρN is bijective, ad: φ is
surjective. A similar argument shows that adφ is surjecive.
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Lemma A.0.12. Let M P CM1ypAq, N Ă M a submodule such that M{N P
CM1ypAq, and
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric A-bilinear form. Then M{NK P CM1ypAq, and N “
NKK. Moreover, the induced pairings
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ V 1y , β : NK ˆM{N Ñ V 1y
are nonsingular.
Proof. Let
adβ : NK Ñ HomApM{N,V 1y q, ad: β : M{N Ñ HomApNK, V 1y q
be the adjoints of β. There is a commutative diagram
M „
adφ // HomApM,V 1y q
NK
?
OO
ad β // HomApM{N,V 1y q
?
OO
Bijectivity of adφ implies that adβ is bijective, so
Hompadβ, V 1y q : pNKq˚ Ð pM{Nq˚˚
is bijective. By (A.1), ad: β is then bijective. In particular, injectivity of ad: β
implies that NKK Ă N . Since N Ă NKK, we have N “ NKK.
Now
ad: α : M{NK Ñ HomApN,V 1y q
is clearly injective, so M{NK P CM1ypAq. Hence, we can apply the same argu-
ment as above with N replaced by NK to conclude that adα is bijective.
The modules in CM1ypAq do not necessarily have finite length. However,
if M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then one can define a notion similar to
length; yk´1M{ykM is a free module of finite rank over Crxs, so there is a finite
chain of submodules
M “M0 ĄM1 ĄM2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ĄMn “ 0,
where M i{M i´1 » Crxs. We then define `ypMq :“ n. Note the following:
• `y is an additive function on Crxs-torsion-free modules in CM1ypAq.
• M i{M i´1 P CM1ypAq, and it is Crxs-torsion-free.
• If M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then so is M˚.
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Lemma A.0.13. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free. If N Ă M is a
submodule, then M{N P CM1ypAq.
Proof. It is clear that M{N is Crxs-torsion-free. Hence, depthApM{Nq ě 1, so
M{N R CM1ypAq implies that M{N has dimension 2, i.e., it is of finite length.
Then it is killed by a product of maximal ideals of the form px´a, y´bq Ă Crx, ys,
contradicting the Crxs-torsion-freeness.
Lemma A.0.14. If M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then `ypMq “ `ypM˚q.
Proof. Let `ypMq “ n, so that there is a chain of submodules
M “M0 ĄM1 ĄM2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ĄMn “ 0
such that M i{M i´1 » Crxs. We prove by induction on n. There is a short
exact sequence of modules in CM1ypAq :
0 ÐM{M1 ÐM ÐM1 Ð 0.
Taking HomAp´, V 1y q gives an exact sequence [13, 1.6c]
0 Ñ pM{M1q˚ ÑM˚ Ñ pM1q˚ Ñ 0.
Note that as a Crx, ys-module, M{M1 “ Crxs is killed by y. Hence, the image
of any homomorphism M{M1 Ñ V 1y lies in p0 : yqV 1y “
1
y ¨Crx,ys
Crx,ys » Crxs. Hence,
pM{M1q˚ » Crxs, so `yppM{M1q˚q “ 1. Then by the additivity of `y and the
induction hypothesis,
`ypM˚q “ 1` `yppM1q˚q “ 1` pn´ 1q “ n “ `ypMq.
Lemma A.0.15. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free, and
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form. If N ĂM is a subspace, then
`ypNq ` `ypNKq “ `ypMq.
Proof. By Lemma A.0.12, the induced pairing
N ˆM{NK Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular, so N » pM{NKq˚. Hence, by Lemma A.0.14,
`ypNq “ `yppM{NKq˚q “ `ypM{NKq “ `ypMq ´ `ypNKq.
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Lemma A.0.16. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free,
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, and N Ă M is a totally isotropic sub-
space.
1. 2 ¨ `ypNq ď `ypMq, and equality holds if and only if N is orthogonal, i.e.,
N “ NK.
2. The induced bilinear form
φ¯ :
NK
N
ˆ N
K
N
Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular. Moreover, if M has an orthogonal submodule, so does
NK{N .
Proof. (1) : Since N Ă NK, `ypNq ď `ypNKq. Hence, by Lemma A.0.15,
2 ¨ `ypNq ď `ypNq ` `ypNKq “ `ypMq.
So 2 ¨ `ypNq “ `ypMq if and only if `ypNq “ `ypNKq, i.e., if N “ NK.
(2) : Since NK{N P CM1ypAq by Lemma A.0.13, to prove nonsingularity of
φ¯, it suffices to prove injectivity of ad φ¯. But this is clear from NKK “ N .
Now suppose that K Ă M is an orthogonal submodule. Let Λ be the set
of totally isotropic submodules containing N , and S P Λ a maximal element.
We will show that S Ă M is an orthogonal submodule. This implies that
S{N Ă NK{N is an orthogonal submodule, completing the proof.
First assume that S XK “ 0. Since S is totally isotropic, 2 ¨ `ypSq ď `ypMq
by the first part of the proof. We will show that this is in fact an equality.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that 2¨`ypSq ă `ypMq. Since K is orthogonal,
`ypMWittclassq “ 2¨`ypKq by the first part of the proof. Hence, `ypSq ă `ypKq,
and by Lemma A.0.15,
`ypSKq “ `ypMq ´ `ypSq ą `ypMq ´ `ypKq.
Hence, `ypMq ă `ypSKq ` `ypKq, and this implies that SK X K ‰ 0, so there
exists a non-zero element m P SKXK. Since SXK “ 0 by assumption, m R S.
Since m P K and K “ KK, ψpm,mq “ 0. Hence, S ` pmq Ă M is a totally
isotropic submodule strictly containing S, contradicting the maximality of S.
Hence, 2 ¨ `ypSq “ `ypMq, so S Ă M is an orthogonal submodule by the first
part of the proof.
Now for the general case, let J :“ SXK. Then J ĂM is a totally isotropic
submodule, so there is an induced bilinear form
ψ¯ : JK{J ˆ JK{J Ñ V 1y .
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We have shown that this is nonsingular. Note that
J Ă S Ă SK Ă JK, J Ă K “ KK Ă JK.
S{J Ă JK{J is maximal among totally isotropic submodules of JK{J . Moreover,
pS{Jq X pK{Jq “ 0 Ă JK{J,
so by the previous case, S{J Ă JK{J is an orthogonal submodule. Hence, by
Lemma A.0.12, the induced pairings
α : J ˆM{JK Ñ V 1y , β : S{J ˆ J
K{J
S{J Ñ V
1
y
are nonsingular. We will show that the pairing
γ : S ˆM{S Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular, which implies that S “ SK.
There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ J
K{J
S{J Ñ
M
S
Ñ M
JK
Ñ 0.
Taking HomAp´, V 1y q gives a commutative diagram
0 S{J
„ad β

oo S
ad γ

oo J
„ adα

oo 0oo
0 ppJK{Jq{pS{Jqq˚oo pM{Sq˚oo pM{JKq˚oo 0oo
where the rows are exact. Hence, ad γ is bijective, which implies that
ad: γ : M{S Ñ HomApS, V 1y q
is bijective. In particular, injectivity of ad: γ implies that S “ SK.
Remark A.0.17. From the proof of Proposition 3.5.2, we know that there is
an isomorphism
1{y : W pCrxsq „ÑW pCM1ypAqq. (A.2)
Hence, every element of W pCM1ypAqq can be represented by a Crxs-torsion-free
module. Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3 then suggests a way to obtain an
inverse map of (A.2); let rN,ψs P W pCM1ypAqq, where N is Crxs-torsion-free,
and ykN “ 0 for some k ě 1. If k “ 1, then N is a Crxs-module, and the image
of ψ lies in the image of the embedding
V0Crxs “ Crxs 1{yãÑ
Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, ys “ V
1
Crx,ys,y.
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Hence, rN, y ¨ ψs P W pCrxsq. If k ě 2, then 2k ´ 2 ě k, so yk´1N Ă N is a
totally isotropic submodule, and there is an induced form
ψ¯ :
pyk´1NqK
yk´1N
ˆ py
k´1NqK
yk´1N
Ñ V1Crx,ys,y.
By Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3, rN,ψs “ r pyk´1NqK
yk´1N , ψ¯s. Note that now
we have yk´1 ¨ pyk´1NqK
yk´1N “ 0. Hence, by repeating this procedure, we will end up
with the k “ 1 case above.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We will first review some basic definitions of symmetric bilinear forms, and
define Witt groups of fields, rings, and schemes. In Section 1.3, we introduce
the notion of the Gersten-Witt complex of a scheme. We will see that for certain
class of schemes with nice geometric properties, the Gersten-Witt complex is the
global section of a flasque resolution of a Witt sheaf on the scheme. We will see
how its cohomologies can be computed easily if the scheme is a complex toric
variety.
1.1 Symmetric bilinear forms over a field
Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2. A symmetric bilinear form over k is a map of
the form
φ : V ˆ V Ñ k,
where V is a finite-dimensional k-vector space, such that
φpv, wq “ φpw, vq,
φpv ` v1, wq “ φpv, wq ` φpv1, wq,
φpav, wq “ aφpv, wq,
for every a P k and v, v1, w P V . We will denote the form by pV, φq. It is
nonsingular if the induced map
adφ : V Ñ HompV, kq
is bijective, and anisotropic if φpv, vq “ 0 implies v “ 0.
Two bilinear forms pV, φq and pW,ψq are isometric if there is an isomorphism
of vector spaces f : V
„ÑW such that the diagram
V ˆ V φ //
fˆf „

k
W ˆW
ψ
;;
3
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commutes.
If W Ă V is a subspace, we define its orthogonal complement
WK :“ tv P V | φpv, wq @w PW u .
If W ĂWK, then W is totally isotropic, and if W “WK, then W is orthogonal.
There is a dimension equation [9, 1.3],
dimW ` dimWK “ dimV. (1.1)
A nonsingular form pV, φq is hyperbolic if V has an orthogonal subspace, or
equivalently, a totally isotropic subspace of half the dimension (by (1.1)).
Every symmetric bilinear form over k can be represented by a symmetric
matrix M , and it is nonsingular if and only if detM ‰ 0. The forms represented
by matrices M and M 1 are isometric if and only if there is a nonsingular matrix
Q such that M 1 “ QMQT . Every symmetric bilinear form over k can be
diagonalized by such a transformation.
The hyperbolic form of dimension 2 is called the hyperbolic plane. It is
represented by a matrix ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
,
which diagonalizes to (recall our assumption that 2 P A is a unit)ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
“
ˆ
1 1{2
1 ´1{2
˙ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙ˆ
1 1
1{2 ´1{2
˙
.
It can be shown that every hyperbolic space decomposes into a direct sum of
hyperbolic planes [9, 3.4(1)].
1.2 Witt groups
1.2.1 Witt group of a field
Let k be as defined above, and let Qpkq be the set of isometry classes of nonsin-
gular symmetric bilinear forms over k. Qpkq is a semigroup, where the addition
is defined by the orthogonal sum,
rV, φs ` rW,ψs “ rV ‘W,φ‘ ψs.
The Grothendieck group of Qpkq modulo the subgroup generated by hyperbolic
forms is called the Witt group of k, denoted by W pkq. By the diagonalizability,
every element of W pkq can be represented by a finite sum of unary forms
xa1y ` xa2y ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xary,
where a1, . . . , ar P kˆ. Quotienting by hyperbolic forms allows one to write
x´ay “ ´xay PW pkq.
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Furthermore, it is a consequence of Witt decomposition theorem [9, 4.1] that
every element of W pkq can be represented by an anisotropic form.
Note that the isometry relation implies xa2y “ x1y.
Let us look at some examples. The signature map and the dimension map
respectivly induce isomorphisms [9, p. 41-42]
W pRq „Ñ Z, W pCq „Ñ Z{2.
If p P Z is an odd prime, the Witt group of the finite field Fp is given by1 [9,
p. 45]
W pFpq “
#
pZ{2Zq2 if p ” 1 pmod 4q,
Z{4Z if p ” 3 pmod 4q.
The Witt group of the rationals is given by [9, p. 175]
W pQq » Z‘ Z{2‘
ž
p‰2
W pZ{pZq. (1.2)
We will see that this is derived from the Gersten-Witt complex of SpecZ (1.4).
We will come back to this later, but for now it suffices to say that the
Gersten-Witt complex is largely an attemp to generalize this isomorphism to
schemes.
For future reference, we state a theorem by Springer and Knebusch [10,
p. 85]:
Theorem 1.2.1. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m and
quotient field F , where charpA{mq ‰ 2. If pi P A is a generator of m and i “ 1
or 2, there is a unique homomorphism
Bpii : W pF q ÑW pA{mq
such that
xpijuy ÞÑ
#
xu¯y if j ı i pmod 2q,
0 if j ” i pmod 2q.
Note that Bpi2 depends on the choice of the generator pi, while Bpi1 doesn’t. Bpi1
and Bpi2 are called the first and second residue homomorphism, respectively.
1.2.2 Witt group of a ring
The Witt group can be similarly defined for a ring A in which 2 is a unit. The
finite-dimensional k-vector spaces are replaced by finitely generated projective
A-modules, the rank of projective modules replacing the dimension of vector
spaces. The definition of nonsingularity remains the same (i.e., bijectivity of
the adjoint). Instead of quotienting the Grothendieck group associated with
1W pkq admits a ring structure induced by tensor product, but we won’t need this in this
paper.
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the semigroup of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms by hyperbolic forms,
we quotient by a larger class of forms called lagrangians2: if M is a finitely
generated projective A-module, a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form
φ : M ˆM Ñ A
is called a lagrangian if there is a direct summand N ĂM such that φ|NˆN “ 0
and the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{Nq Ñ A
is nonsingular (i.e., both adjoints are bijective3). The submodule N is called a
sublagrangian. As in the case of hyperbolic spaces, pM,φq is a lagrangian if and
only if M has an orthogonal direct summand, or equivalently, a totally isotropic
direct summand with half the rank of M [8, Corollary 2, ii].
The hyperbolic form still plays a role, mainly due to its useful properties
(e.g., (1.2.2) below). Let us first generalize hyperbolic forms in the context of
finitely generated projective modules. If M is a finitely generated projective
A-module and M˚ :“ HompM,Aq, the hyperbolic form associated with M is
defined to be a symmetric bilinear form
φ : pM ‘Mq˚ ˆ pM ‘M˚q Ñ A
induced by the canonical pairing M ˆM˚ Ñ A, and requiring that
φ|MˆM “ 0, φ|M˚ˆM˚ “ 0.
The reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules ensures its nonsingular-
ity. Note that if ρM : M ÑM˚˚ is the canonical map, pM,φq can be represented
by the “matrix” ˆ
0 idM˚
ρM 0
˙
. (1.3)
ρM is an isomorphism because M is finitely generated projective. Hence, if M
is free, then (1.3) is isometric to a direct sum of the hyperbolic planes,ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
.
Thus our definition of hyperbolic form agrees with the previous one over fields.
Note that the submodule M ĂM ‘M˚ is a sublagrangian, since the canonical
pairing
M ˆM˚ Ñ V
is nonsingular by the reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules. Hence,
every hyperbolic form is a lagrangian.
We note a useful lemma that we will be needed later:
2Knebusch[8] uses the term “metabolic space” for our lagrangian, “split metabolic space”
for our hyperbolic form, “lagrangian” for our sublagrangian, and “sublagrangian” for our
totally isotropic space.
3In fact, the reflexivity of finitely generated projective modules implies that one adjoint is
bijective if and only if the other is.
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Lemma 1.2.2. If pM,φq is a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, then the
form pM ‘M,φ‘ p´φqq is isometric to the hyperbolic form associated with M .
Proof. Let
∆ :“ tpm,mq PM ‘M | m PMu , N :“ tpm{2,´m{2q PM ‘M | m PMu .
Clearly ∆, N »M , ∆XN “ t0u, and the isomorphism
M ‘M „Ñ ∆`N, pm,m1q ÞÑ pm`m{2,m1 ´m1{2q
establishes an isometry between pM ‘M,φ ‘ p´φqq » p∆ ‘N,φ ‘ p´φqq and
the hyperbolic form associated with M .
Let us look at some examples. The signature map induces an isomorphism
W pZq „Ñ Z [10, p. 23], and there is a split short exact sequence [9, p. 175]
0 ÑW pZq ÑW pQq Ñ pZ{2q ‘
ž
p‰2
W pZ{pZq Ñ 0, (1.4)
which gives rise to the isomorphism (1.2). The split exactness of (1.4) is a
consequence of the Hasse-Minkowski principle applied to the global field Q.
More generally, if we use a Gorenstein ring A of dimension n instead of Z, we
can construct a complex of the form
0 ÑW pAq Ñ
ž
ht p“0
W pκppqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
ht p“n
W pκppqq Ñ 0, (1.5)
where κppq is the residue class field at p P SpecA. However, (1.5) is not exact
in general. As we shall see, (1.5) is the Gersten-Witt complex of SpecA, and
Pardon [14, 5.1] proved that it is exact if A is a regular local ring and is of
essentially finite type over a field of characteristic different from 2.
1.2.3 Witt group of a scheme
Knebusch[8] defined the Witt group of a scheme pX,OXq, whose elements are
represented by symmetric bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ OX ,
whereM is a locally free sheaf of OX -modules. The definition of nonsingularity
remains the same as in the affine case (i.e., both adjoints are bijective), but
the sublagrangian is no longer required to be a split submodule. In fact, sub-
lagrangians always split for affine schemes [8, p. 134], so this definition agrees
with the earlier one. The criteria for a sublagrangian is thus an orthogonal
submodule, or equivalently, a totally isotropic submodule with half the rank
[8, Corollary 2ii]. Moreover, the rank of a totally isotropic submodule cannot
exceed half the rank [8, Corollary 2i].
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1.3 Gersten-Witt complex
The Gersten-Witt complex of a scheme X of dimension n is a complex of the
form
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
W pκpxqq d1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pκpxqq dnÑ 0,
where κpxq is the residue class field at x P X, and Xppq Ă X is the subset of
codimension p points. A main challenge in constructing such a complex is to de-
fine canonical boundary maps dp. The second residue homomorphism (Theorem
1.2.1) depends on the choice of the uniformizer, so it cannot be used directly.
Several authors constructed the complex using different methods, such as spec-
tral sequences [1], the module of differentials [6, 16], and the canonical sheaf [14].
In the latter, using the analogues of Quillen’s localization sequence of K-groups
[18, 8.4], Pardon constructed the Gersten-Witt complex of a Gorenstein scheme,
and showed that it is acyclic if the scheme is the spectrum of a regular local ring
essentially of finite type over a field with characteristic different from 2. This
implies the existence of a flasque resolution W‚pXq of a Witt sheaf of a regular
scheme X of finite type over k, whose cohomologies furnish us with a new set
of invariants for the scheme X.
Computing cohomologies of the Gersten-Witt complex is difficult in practice,
because it involves Witt groups of residue class fields at all (possibly infinitely
many) points of the scheme. On the other hand, if X is a complex n-dimensional
toric variety, then X is filtered as
X “ X0 Ą X1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Xn Ą Xn`1 “ H,
whereXp´Xp`1 is a disjoint union of pn´pq-tori, SpecCrx1, 1{x1, . . . , xn´p, 1{xn´ps.
Takeda [19] showed the Gersten-Witt complex of K-groups is quasi-isomorphic
to a complex of K-groups of coherent sheaves of tori. We will show that the
same result holds for Witt groups. The Witt group of the n-torus is known; for
example [7, 15],
W pCrx, 1{xsq “ pZ{2q2, (1.6)
W pCrx, y, 1{x, 1{ysq “ pZ{2q4. (1.7)
Hence, the quasi-isomorphic complex would consist of a finite number of Witt
groups which are finite-dimensional vector spaces, and its cohomologies are much
easier to compute. Using this method, we will compute cohomologies of the
Gersten-Witt complex of the toric variety Hirzebruch surface Hn. Specifically,
the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn is given by
0 Ñ
ž
xPHp0qn
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1qn
W pκpxqq d1Ñ
ž
xPHp2qn
W pκpxqq d2Ñ 0, (1.8)
and we will show that it is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of the form
0 ÑW pHn ´H1nq
d0HnÑ W pH1n ´H2nq
d1HnÑ W pH2nq Ñ 0, (1.9)
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where Hpn is the closure of codimension p orbits of the torus action,
Hn “ H0n Ą H1n Ą H2n Ą H3n “ H,
and Hpn ´Hp`1n is a finite union of pn´ pq-tori.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we will review Pardon’s construction of the Gersten-Witt
complex of Gorenstein schemes.
In Chapter 3, we will introduce the Hirzebruch surface Hn, and construct a
toric complex which is quasi-isomorphic to the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn.
In Chapter 4, we will prove the quasi-isomorphism.
In Chapter 5, we will compute the boundary maps of the toric complex.
In Chapter 6, we will compute cohomologies of the toric complex, and find
that
H0pW‚pHnqq “ H0pW‚pHnqq “ Z{2 @n P Z,
but
HipW‚pHevenqq ‰ HipW‚pHoddqq for i “ 1, 2.
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Chapter 2
Witt groups with
coefficients
To construct a canonical Gersten-Witt complex of a Gorenstein scheme X,
Pardon[12] extended the notion of Witt group so that the bilinear forms take
values in certain sheaves of OX -modules. In this section, we will review his
construction.
Let X be a scheme of dimension n, and C a coherent sheaf of OX -modules
with an injective resolution
0 Ñ C Ñ E0 d0Ñ E1 d1Ñ E2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ En dnÑ 0,
where Ep “šxPXppq i˚Epκpxqq, Epκpxqq is the injective hull of the residue class
field at x viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯, and i : x¯ ãÑ X is the inclusion.
Such C is called a canonical sheaf for X [3, Chapter 3]. It is unique up to tensor
product with a locally free sheaf of rank 1. Not every scheme admits a canonical
sheaf, but every regular scheme does, and OX is a canonical sheaf in such case.
Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that X is a regular scheme.
Set Vp :“ ker dp.
Definition 2.0.1. CMppXq is the category of CM OX-modules of codimension
p.
QpCMppXq; Cq is the category of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ Vp,
where M P CMppXq. pM, φq P QpCMppXq; Cq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CMppXq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ Vp
is nonsingular.
11
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QpCMppXq; Cq is a semigroup, where the addition defined by the orthogonal
sum. The corresponding Grothendieck group modulo the subgroup generated
by lagrangians is denoted by W pCMppXq; Cq.
CMnpXq is the category of sheaves of OX -modules of finite length, and
CM0pXq is the category of coherent sheaves of locally free OX -modules. Hence,
W pCM0pXq;OXq is the Witt group W pXq defined by Knebusch [8]. Based on
this observation, we will use the notation
W pX; Cq :“W pCM0pXq; Cq,
and if OX is used as the canonical module, we will suppress it:
W pCMppXqq :“W pCMppXq;OXq
Now we will construct the so-called lattice map,
Lp :
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq 99KW pCMp`1pXq; Cq.
Definition 2.0.2. If x P X, let ix : x¯ ãÑ X be the inclusion map. Suppose that
for each x P Xppq, we are given rMx, φs PW pXx; Cxq. Let
φ :“
ž
xPXppq
ix˚φx, N :“
ž
xPXppq
ix˚Mx,
where the OX,x-module Mx is viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯. An OX-submodule
M Ă N is called a lattice if M P CMppXq and Mx “ Mx @x P Xppq. The
lattice is integral with respect to φ if φpM ˆMq Ă Vp. If M is an integral
lattice for pN , φq, its dual lattice is an OX-module M1 defined for each affine
open subset U Ă X by
M1pUq “ tn P N pUq | φpUqpn,MpUqq Ă VppUqu .
If M is an integral lattice for pN , τq and M1 is its dual lattice, there is a
well-defined bilinear form
φ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K V
p`1
given by φ¯pm¯11, m¯12q “ dppφpm11,m12qq for each affine open subset U Ă X.
Pardon[14] proved that there is a well-defined map
Lp :
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq 99KW pCMp`1pXq; Cq, rN , φs ÞÑ rM1{M, φ¯s.
Unfortunately, the integral lattice does not exist in general. To get around this
problem, Pardon relaxed the condition M P CMppXq to a weaker condition
M P Sp2 pXq, where Spi pXq is the category of coherent sheaves of OX -modules
M of codimension p such that
depthOX,xMx ě min
 
i,dimOX,xMx
( @x P X.
13
He then proved the existence of an Sp2 -lattice. There is an inclusion CMppXq Ă
Spi pXq, which is an equality if dimX ď p ` i. Hence, if dimX “ 2, then
CMppXq “ Sp2 pXq, so CM lattice always exists in this case.
Pardon’s original proof [14, 3.12] contains an error, which prevents its ap-
plication to non-affine schemes. Here we include a proof which works for any
Gorenstein schemes, provided that p “ 0 :
Proposition 2.0.3. Let X be a Gorenstein scheme, x P Xppq, and rN,ψs P
W pCMppXxq; Cxq. If X is affine or p “ 0, then there exists an integral lattice
for rN,ψs.
Proof. Let i : x¯ ãÑ X be the inclusion, and M Ă i˚N an OX -submodule
such that Mx “ N . Then M P Sp1 pXq by [14, 1.19], so the canonical map
ρ :MÑM˚˚ is injective. On the other hand, since Mx is an OX,x-module of
finite length, ρx :Mx ÑM˚˚x is bijective. Thus, we have a map
M˚˚x
ρ´1xÑ„ Mx “ N.
Since taking stalks at x is a left adjoint to i˚, we obtain an injective map
M˚˚ ãÑ i˚N . By [14, 1.13], M˚˚ P CMppXq, so M˚˚ is a lattice for rN,ψs.
Now consider the composition
θ :MˆM ãÑ i˚N ˆ i˚N i˚ψÝÑ i˚Epx ãÑ Ep d
pÑ Ep`1 „Ñ à
yPXpp`1q
iy˚Ep`1y ,
where iy : y¯ ãÑ X is the inclusion. If X “ SpecA, we can always “clear
out denominators” by multiplying M by some nonzero element a P A, so that
θpaM ˆ aMq “ 0, i.e., i˚ψpaM ˆ aMq Ă Vp. Then aM Ă i˚N is an integral
lattice.
This is not always possible, however, if X is not affine: for example, if
X “ P1C, the only regular functions on X are constant functions, so one can’t
clear out denominators by multiplying by a regular function. We will show that
if p “ 0, one can construct a subsheaf D ĂM using a Weil divisor that cancels
out the poles appearing in the image of i˚ψ, thus giving θpD ˆDq “ 0.
So assume that p “ 0. Then we may assume that N “ KpXq, viewed as a
constant sheaf on X, and that ψ is given by multiplication by some f P KpXq.
We may take M “ OX as our (non-integral) lattice. Our aim is to find a
submodule D Ă OX such that D P CM0pXq and θpD ˆDq “ 0. Let
pfq :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
nypfqy P DivpXq,
and
pfq` :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
ny` pfqy, pfq` :“
ÿ
yPXp1q
ny´ pfqy,
where
ny` pfq :“
#
nypfq if nypfq ě 0,
0 if nypfq ă 0, ny´ pfq :“
#
0 if nypfq ą 0,
nypfq if nypfq ď 0.
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Define an OX -module D for each affine open subset U Ă X by
DpUq :“
!
g P KpXq | nypgq ` ny´ pfq ě 0 @y P U XXp1q
)
.
Since
OXpUq “
!
g P KpXq | nypgq ě 0 @y P U XXp1q
)
,
D is a subsheaf of OX . Moreover, if y P Xp1q and piy Ă OX,y is the maximal
ideal, then
Dy “
#
OX,y if y R Supppfq´,
pi
|n´y pfq|
y OX,y if y P Supppfq´.
Hence, if η P X is the generic point, then Dη “ OX,η “ KpXq, and by construc-
tion,
θypDy ˆDyq “ 0 P E1y @y P Xp1q.
Hence, θpD ˆDq “ 0. Finally, since D is locally free, D P CM0pXq.
Given rM, φs P W pCMppXq; Cq, we may localize at x P Xppq to obtain
rMx, φxs PW pCMppXxq; Cxq. Hence, there is a map
Kp : W pCMppXq; Cq Ñ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq.
Pardon[14, 3.9, 3.23] showed that the sequence
0 ÑW pCMppXq; Cq KpÑ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq L
pÑW pCMp`1pXq; Cq (2.1)
is exact. Setting dp :“ Kp`1 ˝ Lp, we thus obtain a complex
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pCM0pXxq; Cxq d
0Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pCMnpXxq; Cxq d
nÑ 0. (2.2)
Moreover, he showed [14, 5.1] that if X is the spectrum of a regular local ring
which is essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic different from 2,
then Lp is surjective and therefore (2.2) is acyclic, with ker d0 “ W pS01 pAq; Cq.
To recover the Gersten-Witt complex from (2.2), he makes use of the de´vissage
[13, 2.2]ž
xPXppq
W pκpxq; ΛpNpmxq bOx Cxq „Ñ
ž
xPXppq
W pCMppXxq; Cxq, (2.3)
where Npmxq :“ HomOxpmx{m2x, κpxqq. One may always choose an isomorphism
ΛpNpmxq bOX Cx » κpxq,
giving rise to a non-canonical isomorphism
W pκpxq; ΛpNpmxq bOx Cxq »W pκpxqq.
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Thus we obtain the classical Gersten-Witt complex
0 Ñ
ž
xPXp0q
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
W pκpxqq d1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
W pκpxqq dnÑ 0.
The local acyclicity of (2.2) implies that we can sheafify it to obtain a flasque
resolution. Define a Witt sheaf for each affine open subset U Ă X by
WpX; CqpUq :“ ker
˜
W pκpηq; Cηq d
0Ñ
ž
xPUXXp1q
W pCM1pXxq; Cxq
¸
,
where η P X is the generic point. (2.2) then sheafifies to a flasque resolution of
WpX; Cq :
0 Ñ iη˚W pκpηq; Cηq d
0Ñ
ž
xPXp1q
ix˚W pκpxq;Npmxq bOX,x Cxq d
1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ž
xPXpnq
ix˚W pκpxq;Npmxq bOX,x Cxq d
nÑ 0,
where W pκpxq;NpmxqbOX,x Cxq is viewed as a constant sheaf on x¯, and ix : x¯ ãÑ
X is the inclusion [14, 0.11]. By the Purity Theorem[11], the stalk of WpX; Cq
at x P X is W pXx; Cxq, so WpX; CqpUq “W pUq.
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Chapter 3
Hirzebruch surfaces
This chapter is organized as follows:
In Section 3.1, we introduce the Hirzebruch surface Hn, and discuss its
geometry.
In Section 3.2, we define a new complex of Witt groups on 2-dimensional sur-
faces supported on codimension p tori. We define these Witt groups in Sections
3.3. In Section 3.4, we define the boundary maps of this complex.
In Section 3.5, we show that the Witt group supported on codimension p
tori is isomorphic to the Witt group of the the tori, thus obtaining a complex
of Witt groups of tori. Our claim is that this complex is quasi-isomorphic to
the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn. We prove the quasi-isomorphism in the next
chapter.
3.1 Geometry of Hirzebruch surfaces
The Hirzebruch surface Hn is a P1C bundle pi : Hn Ñ P1C obtained by projec-
tivizing the line bundle OP1C ‘OP1Cp´nq. It can be constructed as a toric variety
by a fan depicted below [5, p. 7]:
p´1, nq p1, 0q
dd
//

σ1
σ2
σ3
p1, 0q
p´1, 0q

σ4
OO
17
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To each cone σi corresponds an affine open subset Uσi :
Uσ2 “ SpecCrx, y¯s oo //gg
''
OO

SpecCrz, ws
77
ww
OO

“ Uσ3
Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, ys oo // SpecCrz, w¯s “ Uσ4
(3.1)
where z :“ 1{x, w :“ 1{xny, w¯ :“ 1{w, y¯ :“ 1{y. The axes of Uσi constitute
four projective lines in Hn, denoted by X,Y, Z,W :
W
0zw
Z
0xy¯
X
0zw¯
Y
0xy
(3.2)
X and Z are sections of pi : Hn Ñ P1C. Y and W are fibres over P1C, hence have
trivial normal bundles, while the normal bundles of X and Z are “twisted” by
the integer parameter n. When n “ 0, there is no twist, and H0 » P1C ˆ P1C.
Ferna´ndez-Carmena [4, 3.4] showed that the Witt group of a smooth complex
surface is a birational invariant. Hence,
W pHnq “W pP2Cq “ Z{2 @n P Z. (3.3)
We will adopt the following notations:
H1n :“ X Y Y Y Z YW, H2n :“ t0xy, 0zw, 0xy¯, 0zw¯u .
TX :“ X ´ t0xy, 0zw¯u , TY :“ Y ´ t0xy, 0xy¯u ,
TZ :“ Z ´ t0zw, 0xy¯u , TW :“W ´ t0zw, 0zw¯u ,
L :“ X Y Z, N :“ Y YW,
TL :“ TX Y TZ , TN :“ TY Y TW .
Note that TL “ H1n ´N , TN “ H1n ´ L, and H2n “ LXN .
3.2 A complex of Witt groups supported on tori
Let H “ Hn for some n P Z, and η P H the generic point. The Gersten-Witt
complex of H is given by
0 ÑW pκpηqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq d
1Ñ
ž
xPHp2q
W pCM2pHxqq Ñ 0. (3.4)
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In Pardon’s construction [14],
d0 : W pκpηqq L0ÑW pCM1pHqq K1Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq,
d1 :
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq L
1ÑW pCM2pHqq K2Ñ„
ž
xPHp2q
W pCM2pHxqq.
We claim (Proposition 4.0.6, Corollary 3.5.3) that there is a quasi-isomorphic
complex
0 ÑW pH´H1q d
0
HÑ W pCM1TLpH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH´Lqq
d1HÑ W pCM2H2pHqq Ñ 0,
(3.5)
where d0H is the compositioin
W pH´H1q L
0
H1Ñ W pCM1H1pHqq
K1
H1Ñ W pCM1H1´N pH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1´LpH´Lqq,
(3.6)
where K1H1 :“ K1N
šK1L,
K1N : W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ W pCM1H1´N pH ´Nqq, (3.7)
K1L : W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ W pCM1H1´LpH ´ Lqq, (3.8)
and d1H :“ L1TL
šL1TN , where
L1TL : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq Ñ W pCM2LXN pHqq, (3.9)
L1TN : W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq Ñ W pCM2LXN pHqq. (3.10)
Recall that LXN “ H2. K1H1 is an excision map induced by restriction, and it
is injective because K1 is injective [14, 3.9].
In the next couple of sections, we define the Witt groups with support and
the lattice maps L0H1 ,L1TL ,L1TN .
3.3 Witt groups with support
If Y is a closed subscheme of X, CMpY pXq will denote the category of coherent
sheaves of CM OX -modules of codimension p supported on Y . Also, if V is a
sheaf of OX -modules, then VY will denote the sheaf of OX -modules defined for
each affine open subset U Ă X by
VY pUq :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : I pY qpUqiqVpUq,
where I pY q Ă OX is the ideal sheaf of Y .
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3.3.1 W pCM1H1pHqq
Let Q1H1pHq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH ,
where M P CM1H1pHq. pM, φq P Q1pHq is called a lagrangian if there is a
submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CM1H1pHq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH
is nonsingular. W pCM1H1pHqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1H1pHq modulo
the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the above
bilinear maps lie in V1OH ,H1 .
3.3.2 W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
Let Q1TLpH´Nq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH´N ,
whereM P CM1TLpH´Nq. pM, φq P Q1TLpH´Nq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N ĂM such that N ,M{N P CM1TLpH ´Nq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and
the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH´N
is nonsingular. W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1TLpH ´Nq
modulo the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the
above bilinear maps lie in V1OH´N ,TL .
3.3.3 W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
Let Q1TN pH´Lq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V1OH´L ,
whereM P CM1TN pH´Lq. pM, φq P Q1TN pH´Lq is called a lagrangian if there
is a submodule N ĂM such that N ,M{N P CM1TN pH ´ Lq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and
the induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V1OH´L
is nonsingular. W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq is the Grothendieck group of Q1TN pH ´ Lq
modulo the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the
above bilinear maps lie in V1OH´L,TN .
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3.3.4 CM2H2pHq
Let Q2H2pHq be the semigroup of isometry classes of nonsingular symmetric
bilinear forms
φ :MˆMÑ V2OH ,
where M P CM2H2pHq. pM, φq P Q2H2pHq is called a lagrangian if there is a
submodule N Ă M such that N ,M{N P CM2H2pHq, φ|NˆN “ 0, and the
induced pairing
N ˆ pM{N q Ñ V2OH
is nonsingular. W pCM2H2pHqq is the Grothendieck group of Q2H2pHq modulo
the subgroup generated by lagrangians. Note that the images of the above
bilinear maps lie in V2OH ,H2 .
3.4 Lattice maps with support
We will use OH for our canonical sheaf for H. The construction is essentially
the same as Pardon’s [14]. All we are doing here is to show that his construction
works even with the additional support condition.
3.4.1 L0H1 : W pH ´H1q Ñ W pCM1H1pHqq
Let rN , ψs PW pH ´H1q, so that
ψ : N ˆN Ñ OH´H1 ,
where N P CM0pH ´ H1q. Let i : H ´ H1 ãÑ H be the inclusion. An OH -
submodule M Ă i˚N is a lattice if M P CM0pHq and M|H´H1 “ N . The
lattice is integral with respect to ψ if pi˚ψqpMˆMq Ă OH .
MˆM Ă

i˚N ˆ i˚N
i˚ψ

OH Ă i˚OH´H1
IfM is an integral lattice for rN , ψs, its dual lattice is an OH -submoduleM1 Ă
i˚N defined for each affine open subset U Ă H by
M1pUq “ tn P i˚N pUq | pi˚ψqpUqpn,MpUqq Ă OHpUqu .
Then there is an induced symmetric bilinear form
ψ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K
i˚OH´H1
OH
given by ψ¯pm¯11, m¯12q “ d0ppi˚ψqpm11,m12qq on affine open subsets.
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M1{M is supported on H1 because M1 locally coincides with M at every
point of H ´H1 by the nonsingularity of ψ. Moreover, M1{M P CM1pHq by
[13, 1.2].
Before we prove our main propositions (Proposition 3.4.4, Proposition 3.4.5),
we need some lemmas:
Lemma 3.4.1. In the notation as above,
i˚OH´H1{OH “ V1OH .
Proof. V1OH “ KpHqOH , where the function field KpHq of H is viewed as a con-
stant sheaf on H, and for every affine open subset U Ă H, V1OH ,H1pUq Ă
pKpHq{OHqpUq is the subset of sections with poles along H1 X U :
V1OH ,H1pUq “
8ď
j“1
p0 : I pH1qjpUqqpi˚KpHq{OHqpUq “
i˚OH´H1
OH pUq Ă
KpHq
OH pUq.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let rM, φs PW pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq, and N ĂM a totally isotropic
submodule such that N ,NK{N P CMp`1pXq. If the induced bilinear maps
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ Vp`1, β : NK{N ˆNK{N Ñ Vp`1
are nonsingular and rNK{N , βs is a lagrangian, then rM, φs is a lagrangian.
Proof. Let K{N Ă NK{N be a sublagrangian, where N Ă K Ă NK. We will
show that K Ă M is a sublagrangian. Since N ,K{N P CMp`1pXq, we have
K P CMp`1pXq [13, 1.2]. Being a sublagrangian, K{N Ă NK{N is totally
isotropic, so K ĂM is totally isotropic, as well. Let
φ¯ : K ˆM{KÑ Vp`1
be the induced pairing. We will show that the induced map
ad: φ¯ :M{KÑH ompK,Vp`1q
is bijective. This would imply M{K P CMp`1pXq [13, 1.6a], and that K ĂM
is a sublagrangian, finishing the proof.
To this end, note that there is a short exact sequence
0 Ñ N
K{N
K{N
jÑ MK Ñ
M
NK Ñ 0.
Taking p´q˚ ”H omp´,Vp`1q, we obtain a commutative diagram
0 K{N
ad β¯

oo K
ad φ¯

oo N
adα

i
inc.
oo 0oo
ppNK{N q{pK{N qq˚ pM{Kq˚j
˚
oo pM{NKq˚oo 0oo
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where the rows are exact. Since ad β¯ and adα are isomorphisms, j˚ is surjective,
hence ad φ¯ is bijective. Reflexivity of CM modules [13, 1.6a] then implies that
ad: φ¯ is also bijective, as desired.
Lemma 3.4.3. Let rM, φs PW pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq, and N ĂM a totally isotropic
submodule such that N ,NK{N P CMp`1pXq. If the induced bilinear maps
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ Vp`1, β : NK{N ˆNK{N Ñ Vp`1
are nonsingular, then rM, φs “ rNK{N , βs in W pCMp`1H1 pXq; Cq.
Proof. We will show that rM, φs ´ rNK{N , βs “ rM‘ pNK{N q, φ‘ p´βqs is a
lagrangian. Let N1 ” N ‘ 0 ĂM‘ pNK{N q. Then N1 P CMp`1H1 pXq, and
NK1 “ NK ‘ pNK{N q ĂM‘ pNK{N q, M‘ pN
K{N q
NK1
»M{NK.
Since N Ă NK, we have N1 Ă NK1 and
NK1 {N1 » pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q P CMp`1H1 pXq.
The induced bilinear maps
N1 ˆM‘ pN
K{N q
NK1
Ñ Vp`1, NK1 {N1 ˆNK1 {N1 Ñ Vp`1,
are isomorphic to
α : N ˆ pM{NKq Ñ Vp`1,
β ‘ p´βq : pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q ˆ pNK{N q ‘ pNK{N q Ñ Vp`1,
respectively. Note that the latter is a hyperbolic form, hence a lagrangian. Thus,
applying Lemma 3.4.2 with rM ‘ pNK{N q, φ ‘ p´βqs in place of rM, φs, and
N1 in place of N , it follows that rM‘ pNK{N q, φ‘ p´βqs is a lagrangian.
We are now ready to prove one of our main propositions in this chapter:
Proposition 3.4.4. There is a well-defined map
L0H1 : W pH ´H1q 99KW pCM1H1pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s,
where M is an integral lattice for rN , ψs.
Proof. We have seen above that M1{M P CM1H1pHq. We must show that 1)
ψ¯ is nonsingular, 2) rM1{M, ψ¯s is independent of the choice of M, and 3) if
rN , ψs is a lagrangian, so is rM1{M, ψ¯s.
1) For the nonsingularity of ψ¯, we need to show that the induced map
ad ψ¯ :M1{MÑH ompM1{M, i˚OH´H1{OHq
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is bijective. Injectivity is clear from the definition of dual lattice. For surjectiv-
ity, let β PH ompM1{M, i˚OH´H1{OHq. The short exact sequence
0 ÑMÑM1 ÑM1{MÑ 0
induces an exact sequence [13, 1.6b]
0 Ð pM1{Mqˆ δÐ M˜ Ð M˜1 Ð 0.
where p´q˜ :“H omp´,OHq, p´qˆ :“H omp´,V1pHqq. If β “ δpαq, there is a
commutative diagram
0 //M //
α

M1 //
α1

M1{M
β

// 0
0 // OH // i˚OH´H1 // V1OH ,H1 // 0
where the rows are exact (Lemma 3.4.1). α1 is given on an affine open subset
U Ă H by α1pUq “ pi˚ψqpUqpm,´q for some m PMpUq. Hence,
βpUq “ ψ¯pUqpm¯1,´q “ ad ψ¯pUqpm¯1q
for some m¯1 P pM1{MqpUq, i.e., ad ψ¯ is surjective.
2) Now suppose that M1,M2 Ă i˚N are two integral lattices. Then M1 X
M2 is also an integral lattice, so we may assume M1 Ă M2. Then there are
inclusions
M1 ĂM2 ĂM12 ĂM11 Ă i˚N .
Hence, M2{M1 ĂM11{M1 is a totally isotropic subspace, and
pM2{M1qK “M12{M1 ĂM11{M1.
Hence, there are isomorphisms
pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q »M12{M2, pM11{M1q{pM2{M1qK »M11{M12,
and the induced bilinear maps
α :M2{M1 ˆ pM11{M1q{pM2{M1qK Ñ V1pHq,
β : pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q ˆ pM2{M1qK{pM2{M1q Ñ V1pHq,
are isomorphic to the bilinear forms
α1 :M2{M1 ˆM11{M12 Ñ V1pHq,
β1 :M12{M2 ˆM12{M2 Ñ V1pHq,
respectively. We have shown the nonsingularity of β1 in the first part of the
proof. Similar proof shows that adα1 is surjective. The reflexivity of CM mod-
ules [13, 1.6] implies that M21 “M1, which in turn implies injectivity of adα1.
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Hence, α1 and β1 are nonsingular, and therefore α and β are nonsingular. Since
M2{M1,M12{M2 P CM1pHq [13, 1.2], the result then follows from applying
Lemma 3.4.3 to rM11{M1, ψ¯s PW pCM1H1pHqq and M2{M1 ĂM11{M1.
3) Let rN , ψs PW pH´H1q be a lagrangian. We will show that rM1{M, ψ¯s “
0 PW pCM1H1pHqq. Since the localization map
W pCM1H1pHqq Ñ
ž
xPHp1q
W pCM1pHxqq
is injective [14, 3.9], it suffices to show that
rM1x{Mx, ψ¯xs “ 0 PW pCM1pHxqq @x P Hp1q.
Let I Ă N be a sublagrangian, and define
G :“ kerpM i˚N Ñ i˚pN {Iqq.
Since M is an integral lattice, there is an induced bilinear map
i˚ψ :MˆMÑ OH .
Since G Ă i˚I, the submodule G ĂM is totally isotropic with respect to i˚ψ,
and there is an induced pairing
α : G ˆM{G Ñ OH .
Let p´q˚ :“H omp´,OHq. Since M1 »M˚ [14, 3.16], there is a commutative
diagram
0

0

0

0 // G j //
adα

M
ad i˚ψ

pi //M{G
ad: α

// 0
0 // pM{Gq˚ pi˚ //

M˚

j˚ // G˚

0 // cok adα

p¯i˚ //M1{M

j¯˚ // cok ad: α

0 0 0
where the rows and columns are exact. Since M P CM0pHq and M{G 
i˚pN {Iq P CM0pHq, we have G,M{G P S01 pHq [14, 1.19]. Hence, Gx,Mx{Gx P
CM0pHxq @x P Hp1q. By [13, 1.6c], the second and third rows are locally
exact at every point of Hp1q. Let S :“ im p¯i˚. It follows from the commutative
diagram that ψ¯|SˆS “ 0, and the local exactness of the third row implies that
S ĂM1{M is a sublagrangian at those points (in Hp1q).
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Since L0H1 is defined in the same way as Pardon’s lattice map L0, there is a
commutative diagram
W pκpηqq d0 // šxPHp1qW pCM1pHxqq
W pH ´H1q d
0
H //
OO
W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
š
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
OO
where d0 “ K1 ˝ L0, d0H “ K1H1 ˝ L0H1 , and the vertical maps are induced by
inclusion. Note that the bottom right has only two Witt components supported
on TL and TN , because the image of the lattice map L0H1 is supported on H1.
3.4.2 L1TL
šL1TN : W pCM1TLpH ´ NqšW pCM1TN pH ´ Lq Ñ
W pCM2H2pHqq
Let rN , ψs PW pCM1TLpH ´Nqq, so that
ψ : N ˆN Ñ V1OH´N ,TL ,
where N P CM1TLpH ´ Nq. Let i : H ´ N ãÑ H be the inclusion. An OH -
submodule M Ă i˚N is a lattice if M P CM1LpHq and M|H´N “ N . The
lattice is integral with respect to ψ if pi˚ψqpMˆMq Ă V1OH .
MˆM Ă

i˚N ˆ i˚N
i˚ψ

V1OH Ă i˚V1OH´N ,TL
Since M Ă i˚N , the image of the left vertical map necessarily lies in V1OH ,L.
If M is an integral lattice for rN , ψs, its dual lattice is an OH -submodule
M1 Ă i˚N defined for each affine open subset U Ă H by
M1pUq “  n P i˚N pUq | pi˚ψqpUqpn,MpUqq Ă V1OH ,LpUq( .
Applying Bass’s theorem [2, 2.5] which states that minimal injective resolution
is preserved under taking annihilator of a regular element, we obtain an exact
sequence
0 Ñ V1OH ,L Ñ E1OH ,L d
1Ñ E2OH ,L Ñ 0,
which is a minimal injective resolution of V1OH ,L as a sheaf of OLH -modules,
where OLH is the L-adic completion of OH . Thus, there is an induced map
ψ¯ :
M1
M ˆ
M1
M 99K V
2
OH .
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M1 locally coincides withM at every point of H ´N . Also, being submodules
of i˚N ,M1 andM are supported on L. Hence,M1{M is supported on NXL “
H2, and the image of ψ¯ lies in V2pHqH2 . Moreover, M1{M P CM2pHq by [13,
1.2].
Our next main proposition of this chapter can be proved in the same way as
Proposition 3.4.4:
Proposition 3.4.5. There are well-defined maps
L1TL : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq 99K W pCM2H2pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s,
L1TN : W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq 99K W pCM2H2pHqq, rN , ψs ÞÑ rM1{M, ψ¯s.
Let d1H :“ L1TL
šL1TN , so that
d1H : W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq ÑW pCM2H2pHqq.
Since L1TL and L1TN are defined in the same way as Pardon’s lattice map L1,
there is a commutative diagram
š
xPHp1qW pCM1pHxqq d
1
// š
xPHp2qW pCM2pHxqq
W pCM1TLpH ´Nqq
š
W pCM1TN pH ´ Lqq
OO
d1H // W pCM2H2pHqq
OO
where d1 “ K2 ˝L1. Note that the Witt group on the bottom right is supported
on four points 0xy, 0zw, 0xy¯, 0zw¯ P Hp2q.
3.5 De´vissage
Let X be a scheme, and x P Xppq a point of codimension p. In its original form,
de´vissage [13, 2.2] states that there is an isomorphism (see (2.3) for canonical
version)
W pκpxqq „ÑW pCMppXxqq.
In order to identify the complex (3.5) with a complex of Witt groups of tori, we
need isomorphisms of the form
W pTXq „ÑW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq. (3.11)
There is certainly such a map induced by inclusion. However, unlike CMppXxq,
the sheaves in CM1TX pHn ´Nq are not of finite length, so de´vissage cannot be
applied in its original form. In this section, we show that the map is still an
isomorphism. First we need a lemma:
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Lemma 3.5.1. Let
0 Ñ E0 Ñ E1 Ñ E2 Ñ 0
be a minimal injective resolution of Crx, ys. Then
E1y :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiqE1 » Cpxqry, 1{ysCpxqrys .
Proof. Let Vp Ă Ep denote the p-th cosyzygy. We have E0 “ Cpx, yq, V1 “
Cpx,yq
Crx,ys , and
V1y :“
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiqV1 » Crx, y, 1{ysCrx, ys .
Hence, there is an inclusion V1y ãÑ Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys . We will show that this is an an
essential injective extension over Crxsrryss. This is an equivalent way of saying
that it is an injective hull over Crxsrryss [17, 2.21]. Since V1y Ă E1y is an injective
hull over Crxsrryss by Bass [2, 2.5], the result follows.
Cpxqry,1{ys
Cpxqrys is an injective Cpxqrryss-module, since it is divisible over PID. This
in turn implies that it is injective over Crxsrryss.
For essentiality, note that every non-zero element of Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys can be repre-
sented by a finite sum of the form
ř
iě1
fi
giyi
, where fi, gi P Crxs Ă Crxsrryss. By
multiplying this by
ś
iě gi, one obtains a non-zero element in V1y “ Crx,y,1{ysCrx,ys .
This implies that V1y ãÑ Cpxqry,1{ysCpxqrys is an essential extension.
Proposition 3.5.2. There are isomorphisms
W pTXq „ÑW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq, W pTZq „ÑW pCM1TZ pHn ´Nqq
W pTY q „ÑW pCM1TY pHn ´ Lqq, W pTW q „ÑW pCM1TW pHn ´ Lqq
induced by inclusion.
Proof. We will only prove the first isomorphism. The proofs for the other iso-
morphisms are similar.
TX can be covered by two affine open subsets, U “ SpecCrx, 1{xs and
V “ SpecCrz, 1{zs, glued together via xØ 1{z. If rM, φs PW pTXq, then
φpUq :MpUq ˆMpUq Ñ V0OTX pUq “ Crx, 1{xs
φpV q :MpV q ˆMpV q Ñ V0OTX pV q “ Crz, 1{zs
where MpUq is a free Crx, 1{xs-module, and MpV q is a free Crz, 1{zs-module.
On the other hand, viewed as a subset of Hn ´N , TX can also be covered
by two affine open subsets U1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs and U4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{zs,
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glued together via x Ø 1{z and y Ø znw¯. If rN , ψs P W pCM1TX pHn ´ Nqq,
then
N pU1q ˆN pU1q ψpU1qÑ V1OHn´N ,TX pU1q “
8ď
i“1
p0 : yiq Cpx,yq
Crx,y,1{xs
“ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
N pU4q ˆN pU4q ψpU4qÑ V1OHn´N ,TX pU4q “
8ď
i“1
p0 : w¯iq Cpz,w¯q
Crz,w¯,1{zs
“ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
where N pU1q is a CM Crx, y, 1{xs-module of codimension 1 killed by some power
of y, and N pU4q is a CM Crz, w¯, 1{zs-module of codimension 1 killed by some
power of w¯.
Let i : TX ãÑ Hn ´N be the inclusion. There is an injection
j : i˚V0OTX ãÑ V1OHn´N ,TX ,
which is given on the affine charts U1 and U4 by
jpU1q : Crx, 1{xs
1
yãÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
jpU4q : Crz, 1{zs
1
znw¯ãÑ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{ys
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Thus there is an induced map of Witt groups
W pTXq 99KW pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq, rM, φs ÞÑ ri˚M, j ˝ i˚φs.
We will show that this map is an isomorphism. It suffices to show that this is
an isomorphism on one of the affine charts, U1.
There is a commutative diagram of value groups
0

0

V0Crx,1{xs “ Crx, x´1s

  1{y // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs

“ V1Crx,y,1{xs,y
E0Crx,1{xs “ Cpxq

  1{y // Cpxqry,1{ys
Cpxqrys

“ E1Cpxqrys,y
V1Crx,1{xs “ CpxqCrx,1{xs

  1{y // Cpxqry,1{ys
Crx,y,1{x,1{ys`Cpxqrys

“ V2Crx,y,1{xs,y
0 0
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where the columns are exact. Note that we can make the identification
E1Cpxqrys,y “
Cpxqry, 1{ys
Cpxqrys
by Lemma 3.5.1. Thus we have an induced commutative diagram of Witt groups
0

0

W pCM0pCrx, 1{xsq
K0

1{y // W pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
K1y

W pCM0pCpxqqq
L0

1{y // W pCM1ypCpxqrysqq
L1y

W pCM1pCrx, 1{xsqq
 
1{y // W pCM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
0 0
Pardon[14] showed that the first column is exact. His proof easily extends to the
second column (shown below), so the second column is also exact. We will show
that the second and third horizontal maps are isomorphisms, which implies that
the first horizontal map is also an isomorphism.
To this end, note that the modules in CM1ypCpxqrysq and CM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsq
are of finite length. Hence, we may apply de´vissage [13, 2.2] to reduce the powers
of y which annihilate the modules down to 1, thereby representing the forms by
the images of the horizontal maps. This proves surjectivity. Injectivity follows
from the fact that de´vissage preserves lagrangians.
To prove exactness of the second column, first note that surjectivity of L1y
follows from surjectivity of L0 and bijectivity of the bottom horizontal map.
Secondly, injectivity of K1y follows from injectivity of K1 [14, 3.9]. L1y ˝ K1y “ 0
is clear, and the only non-trivial part is to show that kerL1y Ă imK1y. Let
rN,ψs P kerL1y, so that
rM 1{M, ψ¯s ` rL1, φ1s “ rL2, φ2s, (3.12)
where M is an integral lattice for rN,ψs, M 1 is its dual lattice, and rL1, φ1s,
rL2, φ2s are lagrangians.
First suppose that rL1, φ1s “ 0, so that rM 1{M, ψ¯s is a lagrangian. Let
K¯ Ă M 1{M be a sublagrangian, and K Ă M 1 its pullback under the quotient
map M 1  M 1{M . Since K¯ is a sublagrangian, K¯ “ K¯K [8, p. 134], therefore
K “ K 1. The isomorphism
K 1 » HompK,V1Crx,y,1{xsq
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then implies that K P CM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsq [14, 1.13], and that
ψ|KˆK : K ˆK Ñ V1Crx,y,1{xs
is nonsingular. Hence, rK,ψ|KˆKs PW pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq, and clearly
K1yprK,ψKˆKsq “ rN,ψs,
proving kerL1y Ă imK1y.
Next, we show that rL1, φ1s P imK1y, justifying our assumption. By adding
rL1,´φ1s to both sides of (3.12), we may assume that rL1, φ1s is a hyperbolic
form (1.2.2), so that
L1 “ T ‘ T˜ ,
where T P CM2ypCrx, y, 1{xsq and T˜ :“ HompT,V2Crx,y,1{xsq. By [13, 1.6b], there
exists an exact sequence
0 Ñ I Ñ J Ñ T Ñ 0, (3.13)
where J P CM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsq, and a dual exact sequence
0 Ñ J˚ Ñ I˚ Ñ T˜ Ñ 0, (3.14)
where J˚ :“ HompJ,V1Crx,y,1{xsq, I˚ :“ HompI,V1Crx,y,1{xsq. Combining (3.13)
and (3.14) gives an exact sequence
0 Ñ I ‘ J˚ Ñ J ‘ I˚ Ñ L1 Ñ 0.
Let S :“ I ‘ J˚, and
σ : S ˆ S Ñ V1Crx,y,1{xs
the induced pairing with σ|IˆI “ σ|J˚ˆJ˚ “ 0. Then rS, σs PW pCM1ypCrx, y, 1{xsqq
[13, 1.6a], and K1yprS, σsq “ rL1, φ1s, as desired.
Corollary 3.5.3. There are canonical isomorphisms
W pTXq
ž
W pTZq „Ñ W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
W pTY q
ž
W pTW q „Ñ W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq
induced by inclusion.
Proof. It is easy to see that ifM P CM1TLpHn´Nq, thenM “MX‘MZ , whereMX :“ Y8i“1p0 : I pXqiqM, MZ :“ Y8i“1p0 : I pZqiqM, and I pXq,I pZq Ă
OHn are the ideal sheaves of X and Z, respectively. Hence, there is an isomor-
phism
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq » W pCM1TX pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TZ pHn ´Nqq,
rM, φs ÞÑ prMX , φ|MX s, rMZ , φ|MZ sq
rM, φs ` rN , ψs Ð[ prM, φs, rN , ψsq
and the result follows from Proposition 3.5.2.
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Chapter 4
Quasi-isomorphism via toric
decomposition
In this chapter, we will prove that the toric complex
0 ÑW pHn ´H1nq
d0HnÑ W pH1n ´H2nq
d1HnÑ W pH2nq Ñ 0 (4.1)
is quasi-isomorphic to the Gersten-Witt complex of Hn
0 Ñ
ž
xPHp0qn
W pκpxqq d0Ñ
ž
xPHp1qn
W pκpxqq d1Ñ
ž
xPHp2qn
W pκpxqq d2Ñ 0. (4.2)
By Corollary 3.5.3, this implies that the complex
0 ÑW pH´H1q d
0
HÑ W pCM1TLpH´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pH´Lqq
d1HÑ W pCM2H2pHqq Ñ 0
(4.3)
that we constructed in Chapter 3 is quasi-isomorphic to (4.2).
More generally, let X be a toric variety of dimension n, where
X “ X0 Ą X1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Xn Ą Xn`1 “ H
is a chain of closures of orbits of the torus action, and Y p :“ Xp ´ Xp`1 is a
finite disjoint union of pn´ pq-tori. Let
RppXq :“ à
xPXppq
W pκpxqq
be the p-th term of the Gersten-Witt complex of X.
In order to prove the quasi-isomorphism, we need the following proposition,
due to Pardon:
Proposition 4.0.4. Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2. Then the Gersten-Witt
complex of Ank is acyclic, and H0pAnk q “W pAnk q.
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Proof. We will prove by induction on n. It is trivially true if n “ 0, so assume
that n ě 1, and that it is true for n´ 1.
If p P Spec krx1s, denote its fibre under the projection
Spec krx1, . . . , xns Spec krx1s
by Fp. If p P Spec krx1s is not the generic point, then p “ pfq, where f P krx1s
is an irreducible polynomial. Hence,
Fp “ Specpkrx1, . . . , xns{pfqq “ Specppkrx1s{pfqqrx2, . . . , xnsq,
and krx1s{pfq is an algebraic field extension over k. If η P Spec krx1s is the
generic point, then Fη “ Spec kpx1qrx2, . . . , xns. Note that Spec krx1, . . . , xns
and Fη have the same function field, kpx1, . . . , xnq.
Let A :“ Spec krx1, . . . , xns and A1 :“ Spec krx1s. There is a commutative
diagram
0 // W pkrx1sq //

W pkpx1qq //

š
pPAp1q1 W pkrx1s{pq //

0
0 // W pAq // W pFηq // špPAp1q1 W pFpq // 0
where the vertical maps are induced by inclusion. By Karoubi [7], the vertical
maps are isomorphisms, and by Pardon [13], the first row is exact. Hence, the
second row is also exact.
Now, there is a short exact sequence of Gersten-Witt complexes
0 Ñ
ž
pPAp1q1
R‚pFpqr´1s Ñ R‚pAq Ñ R‚pFηq Ñ 0,
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where r´1s indicates a degree shift by -1. There is a commutative diagram
0

0

š
pPAp1q1 W pKpFpqq

// . . .
0 // W pAq

A // W pKpAqq
“
d0A // š
xPAp1qW pκpxqq

// . . .
0 // W pFηq

Fη // W pKpFηqq
d0Fη // š
xPF p1qη W pκpxqq

// . . .
š
pPAp1q1 W pFpq

0
0
where columns are exact, and Kp´q denotes the function field. Diagram chasing
shows that there is an induced mapž
pPAp1q1
W pFpq 99K
ž
pPAp1q1
W pKpFpqq.
By the induction hypothesis, this map is injective, and the first and third rows
in the above diagram are exact. Hence, the second row also is exact.
The same proof works with Laurent polynomials:
Proposition 4.0.5. Let k be a field with char k ‰ 2, and T a torus (of any di-
mension) over k. Then the Gersten-Witt complex of T is acyclic, and H0pT q “
W pT q.
We now prove the main proposition of this chapter (see Takeda [19] for
K-theoretic analogue):
Proposition 4.0.6. The complex W pY ‚q is quasi-isomorphic to R‚pXq.
Proof. The inclusion Xp`1 ãÑ Xp induces a short exact sequence
0 Ñ R‚pXp`1qr´1s Ñ R‚pXpq Ñ R‚pY pq Ñ 0, (4.4)
where r´1s indicates a degree shift by -1. Since Y p “ši T pi , R‚pY pq is acyclic
by Proposition 4.0.5. Hence, the short exact sequence (4.4) induces an exact
sequence
0 Ñ H0pR‚pXpqq KpÑ H0pR‚pY pqq δ
p
99K H0pR‚pXp`1qq J pÑ H1pR‚pXpqq Ñ 0,
(4.5)
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and isomorphisms
Hk´1pR‚pXp`1qq „Ñ HkpR‚pXpqq @k ě 2.
The latter gives rise to a chain of isomorphisms
H1pR‚pXp´1qq „Ñ H2pR‚pXp´2qq „Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ „Ñ HppR‚pX0qq,
which are induced by the inclusion R‚pXp´iqr´1s ãÑ R‚pXp´i´1q.
Let Bp :“ Kp`1 ˝ δp. The exactness of the sequence (4.5) implies that there
is a complex
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H0pR‚pY p´1qq Bp´1Ñ H0pR‚pY pqq BpÑ H0pR‚pY p`1qq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (4.6)
By Proposition 4.0.4,
H0pR‚pY pqq “W pY pq “
ž
i
W pT pi q.
Hence, (4.6) gives a complex W pY ‚q.
There is a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pY p´1qq
δp´1

Bp´1
((
0

0 // H0pR‚pXpqq
J p´1

Kp // H0pR‚pY pqq δp //
Bp
((
H0pR‚pXp`1qq
Kp`1

H1pR‚pXp´1qq

H0pR‚pY p`1qq
0
where the rows and columns are exact. Hence, there is a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pXpqq Kp„ // ker Bp
im δp´1
Ă
„ // im Bp´1
Ă
which gives rise to isomorphisms
HppR‚pX0qq „Ð H1pR‚pXp´1qq J p´1Ð„
H0pR‚pXpqq
im δp´1
KpÑ„
ker Bp
im Bp´1 “ H
ppW pY ‚qq,
where the first two isomorphisms are induced by inclusion.
Now we will show that this isomorphism is induced by a chain map
R‚pX0q L99W pY ‚q.
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By the short exact sequence (4.4), there is a commutative diagram
0

0

0

H0pR‚pXpqq
pXpq

// H0pR‚pY pqq

δp

pY pq

H0pR‚pXp`1qq
pXp`1q

R0pXpq „ //
d0pXpq

R0pY pq
d0pY pq

0 // R0pXp`1q
d0pXp`1q

// R1pXpq
d1pXpq

// R1pY pq
d1pY pq

// 0
0 // R1pXp`1q
d1pXp`1q

// R2pXpq
d2pXpq

// R2pY pq
d2pY pq

// 0
0 // R2pXp`1q

// R3pXpq

// R3pY pq

// 0
...
...
...
where the rows and columns are exact. By the isomorphism R0pXpq „Ñ R0pY pq,
there is a map λp : H0pR‚pY pqq 99K R0pXpq, and a commutative diagram
H0pR‚pY p´1qq
dp´1

  λp´1 // R0pXp´1q
d0pXp´1q
&&
H0pR‚pY pqq
dp

  λp // R0pXpq   //
d0pXpq
&&
R1pXp´1q
d1pXp´1q
&&
H0pR‚pY p`1qq   λp`1 // R0pXp`1q   // R1pXpq   // R2pXp´1q
Hence, there are inclusions of chains
W pY ‚q λ‚ãÑ R‚pXp´1qr´p` 1s ãÑ R‚pXp´2qr´p` 2s ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ R‚pX0q,
which induces the isomorphism HppW pY ‚qq „Ñ HppR‚pX0qq.
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Chapter 5
Computations
In this chapter, we will compute the boundary maps of the toric complex (3.5).
For the sake of simplicity (and without loss of generality), we will assume that
n ě 0.
From our choice of affine coordinates (3.1), we haveHn´H1n “ SpecCrx, y, 1{x, 1{ys.
Then W pHn´H1nq is a Z{2-vector space of dimension 4, generated by the unary
forms x1y, xxy, xyy, xxyy [7, 3.11]. On the other hand, by Corollary 3.5.3,
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq (5.1)
is generated by 8 basis elements corresponding to the basis elements of
W pTXq, W pTY q, W pTZq, W pTW q,
each of which is generated by two basis elements [7, 3.9]. Hence, d0Hn can be
represented by an 8-by-4 matrix. On the other hand, H2n consists of four points
(refer to the picture (3.2)), and since the Witt group of a point is W pCq “ Z{2,
W pCM2H2npHnqq is a Z{2-vector space of dimension 4, so d1Hn can be represented
by a 4-by-8 matrix.
Proposition 5.0.7. With above choice of basis, the matrix representation for
d0Hn is given by
d0Heven “
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 0 0 1 0
xxy 0 0 0 1
x1yy 0 1 0 0
xyy 0 0 0 1
x1zy 0 0 1 0
xzy 0 0 0 1
x1wy 0 1 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 1
, d0Hodd “
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 0 0 1 0
xxy 0 0 0 1
x1yy 0 1 0 0
xyy 0 0 0 1
x1zy 0 0 0 1
xzy 0 0 1 0
x1wy 0 1 0 0
xwy 0 0 1 0
.
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Proof. Let us first determine the entries in the first column. To do this, we need
to see where the form pOHn´H1n , x1yq is sent to by the composition K1H1n˝L0H1n . To
apply the lattice map L0H1n , we need to find an integral lattice for pOHn´H1n , x1yq.
We claim that OHn is an integral lattice for pOHn´H1n , x1yq. To see this, we check
that the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσiq ˆOHnpUσiq x1yÑ pj˚OHn´H1nqpUσiq
lies in V0OHn pUσiq for every i, where j : Hn ´ H1n ãÑ Hn is the inclusion (see
(3.1) for the definition of Uσi .) For example, on Uσ1 , the form pOHn´H1n , x1yq is
given by
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys 1Ñ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys,
and the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσ1q ˆOHnpUσ1q “ Crx, ys ˆ Crx, ys 1Ñ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
lies in V0OHn pUσ1q “ OHnpUσ1q “ Crx, ys.
To find its dual lattice, note that
O1HnpUσ1q :“ tf P Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys | f ¨ Crx, ys Ă Crx, ysu “ Crx, ys “ OHnpUσ1q.
We can similarly check that O1HnpUσiq “ OHnpUσiq for every i, so OHn is self-
dual, resulting in L0H1npx1yq “ 0. Hence, d0Hnpx1yq “ K1H1n ˝ L0H1npx1yq “ 0, and
the entries in the first column are all 0.
Now let us determine the entries in the second column.
The form pOHn´H1n , xxyq is given on the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys xÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s xÑ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s 1{zÑ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
This time, OHn is not an integral lattice because the image of the bilinear form
OHnpUσ3q ˆOHnpUσ3q “ Crz, ws ˆ Crz, ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
does not lie in V0OHn pUσ3q “ OHpUσ3q “ Crz, ws. On the other hand,
OHnp´W qpUσ3q “ z ¨ Crz, ws,
and the image of the bilinear form
z ¨ Crz, ws ˆ z ¨ Crz, ws 1{zÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
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does lie in Crz, ws. We can similarly check that the image of the bilinar form
OHnp´W qpUσiq ˆOHnp´W qpUσiq xxyÑ pj˚OHn´H1nqpUσiq
lies in V0OHn pUσiq for every i. Hence, OHnp´W q is an integral lattice forpOHn´H1n , xxyq. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´W q1pUσ1q :“ tf P Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys | f ¨ x ¨ Crx, ys Ă Crx, ysu
“ 1
x
¨ Crx, ys
“ OHnpY qpUσ1q,
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´W q1 “
OHnpY q. Hence, L0H1npxxyq is given by
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q ˆ
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q
xxyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.2)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domain from Hn to Hn´N and Hn´L. (Recall L :“ XYZ,
N :“ Y YW .) Restricting (5.2) to Hn ´N gives zero because
OHnpY q
OHnp´W q
ˇˇˇˇ
Hn´N
“ OHn´NOHn´N “ 0.
By Corollary 3.5.3, this implies that K1H1n ˝ L0H1npxxyq has no component in the
subspace generated by x1xy, xxy, x1zy, xzy, hence the corresponding rows in the
second column are 0.
On the other hand, restricting (5.2) to Hn ´ L gives
OHn´LpTY q
OHn´Lp´TW q ˆ
OHn´LpTY q
OHn´Lp´TW q
xxyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L . (5.3)
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.3) gives a commutative diagram
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
x // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
Cry, 1{ys ˆ Cry, 1{ys
„1{xˆ1{x
OO
1 // Cry, 1{ys?

1{x
OO
(5.4)
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws ˆ Crz,w,1{wsz¨Crz,w,1{ws
1{z // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1ˆ1
OO
1 // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
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We therefore conclude that K1L ˝L0Hnpxxyq “ x1yy ` x1wy. Hence, in the second
column, the rows corresponding to x1yy and x1wy are 1, and the rows corre-
sponding to xyy nad xwy are 0.
So far our results didn’t depend on n. Now we will see that the third and
fourth columns do depend on n.
To determine the third column, consider the form pOHn´H1n , xyyq, given on
the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s 1{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws z
n{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s z
nw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
We use the same argument as above to conclude that OHnp´Zq is an integral
lattice for pOHn´H1n , xyyq. For example, OHnp´ZqpUσ3q “ w ¨ Crz, ws, and the
image of the bilinear map
w ¨ Crz, ws ˆ w ¨ Crz, ws zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
lies in V0OHn pUσ3q “ Crz, ws. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´Zq1pUσ3q :“
"
f P Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws | f ¨ z
n
w
¨ w ¨ Crz, ws Ă Crz, ws
*
“ 1
zn
¨ Crz, ws
“ OHnpX ` nW qpUσ3q.
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´Zq1 “
OHnpX ` nW q. Hence, L0H1npxyyq is given by
OHnpX ` nW q
OHnp´Zq ˆ
OHnpX ` nW q
OHnp´Zq
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.5)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domains to Hn ´N and Hn ´L. Restricting (5.5) to Hn ´L
gives
OHn´LpnTW q
OHn´L
ˆ OHn´LpnTW qOHn´L
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L , (5.6)
while restricting it to Hn ´N gives
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq ˆ
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq
xyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´N . (5.7)
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On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.6) is zero because
OHn´LpnTW q
OHn´L
ˇˇˇˇ
pHn´LqXUσ1
“ OpHn´LqXUσ1OpHn´LqXUσ1
“ 0,
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it becomes
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.8)
If n is even, then
1
zn{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.8) of half the rank, i.e., a sublagrangian.
Hence, the Witt class of (5.8) is zero, i.e., K1L˝L0H1evenpxyyq “ 0. This implies that
d0Hevenpxyyq has no component in the subspace spanned by x1yy, xyy, x1wy, xwy,
and the corresponding rows in the third column are zero.
On the other hand, if n is odd, then
M :“
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.8), and
MK “
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ,
so MK{M » Crw, 1{ws, and there is a commutative diagram
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
ˆ
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
zn{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1{zpn`1q{2ˆ1{zpn`1q{2
OO
1{w // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
(5.9)
By Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3, M ÞÑMK{M does not change the Witt
class, so we conclude that K1L ˝ L0H1oddpxyyq “ x1{wy “ xwy. Hence, in the third
column, the row corresponding to xwy is 1, while the rows corresponding to
x1yy, xyy, x1wy are 0.
Now on pHn ´ Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, (5.7) gives a commutative
diagram
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs
y // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs
Crx, 1{xs ˆ Crx, 1{xs
„1{yˆ1{y
OO
1 // Crx, 1{xs?

1{y
OO
(5.10)
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while on pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{zs, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs ˆ Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs
zn{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{zs
Crz, 1{zs ˆ Crz, 1{zs
„1ˆ1
OO
zn // Crz, 1{zs?

1{w
OO
(5.11)
Hence, we conclude that K1N ˝ L0H1npxyyq “ x1xy ` xzny. This implies that on
the third column, the rows corresponding to x1xy and xzny are 1, while the rows
corresponding to xxy and xzn`1y are 0.
Finally, let us determine the entries in the fourth column. The form pOHn´H1n , xxyyq
is given on the affine charts by
Uσ1 : Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys ˆ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Uσ2 : Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s ˆ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s x{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Uσ3 : Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws ˆ Crz, w, , 1{z, 1{ws z
n´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Uσ4 : Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s ˆ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s z
n´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Using the same argument as above, we conclude thatOHnp´Z´W q is an integral
lattice. For example, OHnp´Z ´W qpUσ3q “ zw ¨ Crz, ws, and the image of the
bilinear form
zw ¨ Crz, ws ˆ zw ¨ Crz, ws zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
lies in Crz, ws. To find its dual lattice, note that
OHnp´Z ´W q1pUσ3q :“
"
f P Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws | f ¨ z
n´1
w
¨ zw ¨ Crz, ws Ă Crz, ws
*
“ 1
zn
¨ Crz, ws
“ OHnpX ` Y ` nW qpUσ3q.
We can similarly check on the other affine open subsets to conclude thatOHnp´Z´
W q1 “ OHnpX ` Y ` nW q. Hence, L0H1npxxyyq is given by
OHnpX ` Y ` nW q
OHnp´Z ´W q ˆ
OHnpX ` Y ` nW q
OHnp´Z ´W q
xxyyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn . (5.12)
Now we apply the map
K1H1n : W pCM1H1npHnqq ÑW pCM1H1n´N pHn ´Nqq
ž
W pCM1H1n´LpHn ´ Lqq
by restricting the domains to Hn ´N and Hn ´ L.
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Restricting (5.12) to Hn ´N gives
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq ˆ
OHn´N pTXq
OHn´N p´TZq
xyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´N , (5.13)
while restricting to Hn ´ L gives
OHn´LpTY ` nTW q
OHn´Lp´TW q ˆ
OHn´LpTY ` nTW q
OHn´Lp´TW q
xyÑ i˚OHn´H1nOHn´L . (5.14)
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, (5.13) gives a commutative diagram
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs
xy // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{xs
Crx, 1{xs ˆ Crx, 1{xs
„1{yˆ1{y
OO
x // Crx, 1{xs?

1{y
OO
while on pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{zs, it gives a commutative diagram
Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs ˆ Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs
zn´1{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{zs
Crz, 1{zs ˆ Crz, 1{zs
„1ˆ1
OO
zn´1 // Crz, 1{zs?

1{w
OO
Hence, we conclude that K1N ˝ L0H1npxxyyq “ xxy ` xzn´1y. This implies that in
the fourth column, the rows corresponding to xxy and xzn´1y are 1, while the
rows corresponding to x1xy and xzny are 0.
On the other hand, on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys, (5.14) gives a
commutative diagram
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
xy // Crx,y,1{x,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys
Cry, 1{ys ˆ Cry, 1{ys
„1{xˆ1{x
OO
y // Cry, 1{ys?

1{x
OO
(5.15)
while on pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, it becomes
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.16)
If n is odd, then
1
zpn´1q{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{xs Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{xs
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is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.16) of half the rank, i.e., a sublagrangian.
Hence, the Witt class of (5.16) is zero, and together with (5.15), we conclude
that
K1L ˝ L0H1
odd
pxxyyq “ xyy.
This implies that in the fourth column, the row corresponding to xyy is 1, while
the rows corresponding to x1yy, x1wy, xwy are 0.
On the other hand, if n is even, then
M :“
1
zn{2´1 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
is a totally isotropic subspace of (5.16), and
MK “
1
zn{2 ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ,
so MK{M » Crw, 1{ws, and there is a commutative diagram
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zn{2´1 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
ˆ
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
1
zn{2´1 ¨Crz,w,1{ws
zn´1{w // Crz,w,1{z,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
Crw, 1{ws ˆ Crw, 1{ws
„1{zn{2ˆ1{zn{2
OO
1{w // Crw, 1{ws?

1{z
OO
(5.17)
As we noted earlier, M ÞÑ MK{M does not change the Witt class. Hence,
together with (5.15), we conclude that
K1L ˝ L1H1evenpxxyyq “ xyy ` x1{wy “ xyy ` xwy.
This implies that on the fourth column, the rows corresponding to xyy and xwy
are 1, while the rows corresponding to x1yy and x1wy are 0. This completes the
proof.
Proposition 5.0.8. With the same choice of basis as in Proposition 5.0.7, the
map d1Hn is represented by the matrix
d1Heven “
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
x0xy¯y 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
,
d1Hodd “
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
x0xy¯y 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
.
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Proof. Recall that d1Hn :“ L1TL
šL1TN , where
L1TL : W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq Ñ W pCM2H2npHnqq,
L1TN : W pCM1TN pHn ´ Lqq Ñ W pCM2H2npHnqq.
W pCM1TLpHn´Nqq is generated by x1xy, xxy, x1zy, xzy, and W pCM1TN pHn´Lqq
is generated by x1yy, xyy, x1wy, xwy (Corollary 3.5.3). There is a commutative
diagram
W pCM1TLpHn ´Nqq
L1TL // W pCM2H2pHnqq
W pCM1TX pUσ1 ´ Y qq
OO
L1σ1,y // W pCM20xy pUσ1qq
OO
where the vertical maps are induced by inclusion. Hence, we can compute L1TL
in terms of the affine lattice maps L1σ1,y,L1σ2,y¯,L1σ3,w,L1σ4,w¯, and L1TN in terms
of L1σ1,x,L1σ2,x,L1σ3,z,L1σ4,z. The integral lattice and dual lattice for L1σ1,y are
computed using the value group
V1OUσ1 ,y “
Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, ys »
Crx, y, 1{ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs Ă
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs .
(5.18)
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´NqXUσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs,x1xy is given by (5.10)
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs . (5.19)
Let M :“ 1y ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs Ă
1
y ¨Crx,y,1{xs
Crx,y,1{xs . Since the image of the bilinear form
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
yÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs
lies in V1OUσ1 ,y (5.18), M is an integral lattice for (5.19). Moreover,
M 1 “
#
f P
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs | f ¨
1
y
¨ y P
1
y ¨ Crx, ys ` Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
+
“M,
so M is self-dual. Hence, L1σ1,ypx1xyq “ 0. This implies that L1TLpx1xyq has nox0xyy component, so the corresponding row in the first column is 0.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ4 “ Specrz, w¯, 1{zs, x1xy is represented by (see 5.19)
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ˆ
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
znw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs . (5.20)
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Using the the value group
V1OUσ4 ,w¯ “
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯s »
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ` Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs Ă
Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ,
(5.21)
one finds thatM :“ 1w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zsCrz,w¯,1{zs is an integral lattice, andM 1 “
1
znw¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zs
Crz,w¯,1{zs
is its dual lattice. Since the rank homomorphism induces
W pCM20xy pUσ1qq “W pCq “ Z{2,
dimCpM 1{Mq “ n implies that L1σ4,w¯px1xyq is zero if and only if n is even. This
implies that L1TLpx1xyq has no x0zw¯y component if and only if n is even, so the
corresponding row in the first column is zero if and only if n is even.
Since x1xy is supported on TX (Corollary 3.5.3), the rest of the entries in
the first column are zero.
The entries in the second column are obtained in the same way. On pHn ´
Nq X Uσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{xs, xxy is represented by (see 5.19)
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs ˆ
1
y ¨ Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, y, 1{xs
xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{xs . (5.22)
One finds that M “ 1y ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs is an integral lattice, but and that its dual
lattice is M 1 “ 1xy ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{xsCrx,y,1{xs . Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so that L1σ1,ypxxyq is
non-zero. This implies that L1TLpxxyq has a non-zero x0xyy component, so the
corresponding row in the second column is 1.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ4 “ Specrz, w¯, 1{zs, xxy is represented by (see 5.22)
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ˆ
1
w¯ ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
zn´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{zs . (5.23)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,w¯ (5.21), one finds that M :“
z
w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zs
Crz,w¯,1{zs
is an integral lattice, and M 1 “ 1znw¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{zsCrz,w¯,1{zs is its dual lattice. Then
dimCM 1{M “ n ` 1, so L1σ4,w¯pxxyq is zero if and only if n is odd. This im-
plies that L1TLpxxyq has no x0zw¯y component if and only if n is odd, so the
corresponding row in the second column is 0 if and only if n is odd.
Since xxy is supported on TX , the rest of the entries in the second column
are zero.
We move on to the third column.
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxxyq that on pHn´LqXUσ1 “ SpecCrx, y, 1{ys,x1yy is given by (5.4)
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys
xÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys . (5.24)
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Using the value group
V1OUσ1 ,x “
Crx, y, 1{xs
Crx, ys »
Crx, y, 1{xs ` Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys Ă
Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ,
(5.25)
one finds that
1
x ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ1,xpx1yyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TN px1yyq has no x0xyy component, so the corresponding row
in the third column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ2 “ SpecCrx, y¯, 1{y¯s, x1yy is given by (see (5.24))
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
xÑ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s . (5.26)
Using the value group
V1OUσ2 ,x “
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
Crx, y¯s »
Crx, y¯, 1{xs ` Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s Ă
Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s ,
(5.27)
one finds that
1
x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯s
Crx,y¯,1{y¯s is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ2,xpx1yyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TN px1yyq has no x0xy¯y component, so the corresponding row
in the third column is 0.
Since x1yy is supported on TY , the rest of the entries in the third column
are zero.
We move on to the fourth column.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ1 , xyy is represented by (see (5.24))
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys
xyÑ Crx, y, 1{x, 1{ys
Crx, y, 1{ys . (5.28)
Using the value group V1OUσ1 ,x (5.25), one finds that M :“
1
x ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ys
Crx,y,1{ys is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1xy ¨Crx,ys`Crx,y,1{ysCrx,y,1{ys is its dual lattice. Since
dimCM 1{M “ 1, we conclude that L1σ2,xpxyyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxyyq
has a nonzero x0xyy component, so the corresponding row in the fourth column
is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ2 , xyy is represented by (see 5.26)
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y, 1{ys ˆ
1
x ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
x{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s (5.29)
Using the value group V1OUσ2 ,x (5.27), one finds that M :“
y¯
x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯s
Crx,y¯,1{y¯s is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1x ¨Crx,y¯s`Crx,y¯,1{y¯sCrx,y¯,1{y¯s is its dual lattice. Then
dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ2,xpxyyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxyyq has a nonzerox0xy¯y component, so the corresponding row in the fourth column is 1.
Since xyy is supported on TY , the rest of the entries in the fourth column
are zero.
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We move on to the fifth column.
We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´NqXUσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{zs,x1zy is represented by (5.11)
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs ˆ
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs
1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs . (5.30)
Using the value group
V1OUσ3 ,w “
Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, ws »
Crz, w, 1{ws ` Crz, w, 1{zs
Crz, w, 1{zs Ă
Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs ,
(5.31)
one finds that Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{xsw¨Crz,w,1{xs is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,wpx1zyq “ 0.
This implies that L1TLpx1zyq has no x0zwy component, so the corresponding row
in the fifth column is 0.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ2 “ Crx, y¯, 1{xs, x1zy is represented by (see 5.30)
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs ˆ
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs
xn{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs , (5.32)
and using the value group V1OUσ2 ,x (5.27), one finds that M :“
Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1xn ¨Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xsy¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ n, so L1σ2,xpx1zyq “ 0 if and only if n is even. This
implies that L1TLpx1zyq has no x0xy¯y component if and only if n is even, so the
corresponding row in the fifth column is 0 if and only if n is even.
Since x1zy is supported on TZ , the rest of the entries in the fifth column are
zero.
We move on to the sixth column.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{zs, xzy is represented by (see 5.30)
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs ˆ
Crz, w, 1{zs
w ¨ Crz, w, 1{zs
z{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{zs . (5.33)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,w (5.31), one finds that M :“
Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{zs
w¨Crz,w,1{zs is
an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“ 1z ¨Crz,ws`w¨Crz,w,1{zsw¨Crz,w,1{zs is its dual lattice. Hence,
dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ3,wpxzyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TLpxzyq has a non-zerox0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the sixth column is 1.
On pHn ´Nq X Uσ2 “ Crx, y¯, 1{xs, xzy is represented by (see 5.32)
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs ˆ
Crx, y¯, 1{xs
y¯ ¨ Crx, y¯, 1{xs
xn´1{y¯Ñ Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs . (5.34)
Using the value group
V1OUσ2 ,y¯ “
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯s »
Crx, y¯, 1{y¯s ` Crx, y¯, 1{xs
Crx, y¯, 1{xs Ă
Crx, y¯, 1{x, 1{y¯s
Crx, y¯, 1{xs ,
(5.35)
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one finds that M “ Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xsy¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is an integral lattice, and that M 1 “
1
xn´1 ¨Crx,y¯s`y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs
y¯¨Crx,y¯,1{xs is its dual lattice. Then dimCM
1{M “ n´1, so L1σ2,y¯pxzyq ‰
0 if and only if n is even. This implies that L1TLpxzyq has a non-zero x0xy¯y com-
ponent if and only if n is even, so the corresponding row in the sixth column is
1 if and only if n is even.
Since xzy is supported on TZ , the rest of the entries in the sixth column are
zero.
For the seventh and eight columns, we consider different parities of n sepa-
rately at the outset:
(1) When n is even : We saw in the computation of L0H1npxxyyq that onpHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, x1wy is given by (see (5.16) and (5.17))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{w2Ñ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.36)
Using the value group
V1OUσ3 ,z “
Crz, w, 1{zs
Crz, ws »
Crz, y, 1{zs ` Crz, y, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws Ă
Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ,
(5.37)
one finds that
w
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,zpxwyq “
0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq does not have x0zwy component, so the corre-
sponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, x1wy is given by (see 5.36)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
zn´1w¯2Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.38)
Using the value group
V1OUσ4 ,z “
Crz, w¯, 1{zs
Crz, w¯s »
Crz, w¯, 1{zs ` Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s Ă
Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ,
(5.39)
one finds that
1
zn{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ4,zpx1wyq “
0. This implies that L1TN px1wyq has no x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding
row in the seventh column is 0.
Since x1wy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the seventh column
are zero.
We move on to the eighth column.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{ws, xwy is represented by (see 5.36)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
z ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
zn´1{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.40)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds that M :“
w
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,ws`z¨Crz,w,1{ws
z¨Crz,w,1{ws is its dual lattice.
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Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, xwy is represented by (see 5.38)
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
z ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
zn´1w¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.41)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds thatM :“
1
zn{2 ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zn{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
z¨Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the eigth column is 1.
Since xwy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the eighth column
are zero.
(2) When n is odd : We saw in the computation of L0H1npxyyq that on pHn´
Lq X Uσ3 “ Crz, w, 1{ws, x1wy is represented by (see (5.8) and (5.9))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{w2Ñ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.42)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds that
w
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws is
a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ3,zpxwyq “ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has
no x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, x1wy is given by (see (5.42))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
znw¯2Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.43)
Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds that
1
zpn`1q{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is a self-dual integral lattice, so L1σ4,zpx1wyq “ 0. This implies that L1TN px1wyq
has no x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the seventh column is 0.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ3 “ SpecCrz, w, 1{ws, xwy is given by (see (5.42))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws
zn{wÑ Crz, w, 1{z, 1{ws
Crz, w, 1{ws . (5.44)
Using the value group V1OUσ3 ,z (5.37), one finds thatM :“
w
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,ws`Crz,w,1{ws
Crz,w,1{ws is its dual lattice.
Hence, dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zwy component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
On pHn ´ Lq X Uσ4 “ SpecCrz, w¯, 1{w¯s, xwy is given by (see (5.43))
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s ˆ
1
zn ¨ Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s
znw¯Ñ Crz, w¯, 1{z, 1{w¯s
Crz, w¯, 1{w¯s . (5.45)
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Using the value group V1OUσ4 ,z (5.39), one finds thatM :“
1
zpn`1q{2 ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
is an integral lattice, and that M 1 :“
1
zpn`1q{2w¯ ¨Crz,w¯s`Crz,w¯,1{w¯s
Crz,w¯,1{w¯s is its dual lattice.
Then dimCM 1{M “ 1, so L1σ4,zpxwyq ‰ 0. This implies that L1TN pxwyq has a
non-zero x0zw¯y component, so the corresponding row in the eighth column is 1.
Since xwy is supported on TW , the rest of the entries in the eighth column
are zero.
Remark 5.0.9. The matrix representation for d1H1n
can also be deduced from
Schmid’s result [16] that the canonical map
W pP1;OP1pnqq Ñ
ž
xPP1p1q
W pxq
is given by the second residue homomorphism (Theorem 1.2.1) at x ‰ 8, and
by the first (resp. second) residue homomorphism at x “ 8 if n is odd (resp.
even).
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Chapter 6
Cohomologies
Now that we have seen the quasi-isomorphism between the toric complex (4.3)
and the Gersten-Witt complex (4.2) of Hn, we compute cohomologies using the
former. We will see that they are cohomologies of the Witt sheaf U ÞÑ W pUq
on Hn.
We first verify that d1Hn ˝ d0Hn “ 0. Next, to compute the cohomologies, we
put the matrices into Smith normal forms1 :
d0Heven »
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 1 0 0 0
xxy 0 1 0 0
x1yy 0 0 1 0
xyy 0 0 0 0
x1zy 0 0 0 0
xzy 0 0 0 0
x1wy 0 0 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 0
, d0Hodd »
x1y xxy xyy xxyy¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
x1xy 1 0 0 0
xxy 0 1 0 0
x1yy 0 0 1 0
xyy 0 0 0 0
x1zy 0 0 0 0
xzy 0 0 0 0
x1wy 0 0 0 0
xwy 0 0 0 0
.
d1Heven »
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0xy¯y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,
d1Hodd »
x1xy xxy x1yy xyy x1zy xzy x1wy xwy¨˚
˝ ‹˛‚
x0xyy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0zw¯y 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
x0xy¯y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
x0zwy 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
.
1They are computed using a Mathematica package IntegerSmithNormalForm from http:
//library.wolfram.com/infocenter/MathSource/682.
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Therefore we have
dimC ker d
0
Hn “ 1, dimC im d0Hn “ 3,
dimC ker d
1
Heven “ 5, dimC ker d1Hodd “ 4,
dimC im d
1
Heven “ 3, dimC im d1Hodd “ 4,
from which we conclude that
H0pW‚pHevenqq “ Z{2, H1pW‚pHevenqq “ pZ{2q2, H2pW‚pHevenqq “ Z{2,
H0pW‚pHoddqq “ Z{2, H1pW‚pHoddqq “ Z{2, H2pW‚pHoddqq “ 0.
Note that
ker d0Hn “ H0pW‚pHnqq “ Z{2 @n P Z. (6.1)
Ferna´ndez-Carmena [4, 3.4] showed that the Witt group of a complex surface is
a birational invariant, so that
W pHnq “W pP2Cq “ Z{2 @n P Z.
On the other hand, since the rank is a local invariant, the localization map
W pHnq ÑW pHn,ηq “ ΓpHn,W0pHnqq,
where η P Hn is the generic point, is an injection. By (6.1), we have
W pHnq “ H0pW‚pHnqq.
By the Purity Theorem [11], W‚ is a resolution of the sheaf U ÞÑW pUq on Hn.
Appendix A
Technical lemmas
We first note a useful lemma, which is easy to prove:
Lemma A.0.10. Let M,N, V be A-modules, and
φ : M ˆN Ñ V
an A-bilinear pairing. If
adφ : M Ñ HomApN,V q, ad: φ : N Ñ HomApM,V q
are the adjoints, then
adφ “ Hompad: φ, V q ˝ ρM , ad: φ “ Hompadφ, V q ˝ ρN , (A.1)
where
Hompadφ, V q : HomApM,V q Ð HomApHomApN,V q, V q,
Hompad: φ, V q : HomApN,V q Ð HomApHomApM,V q, V q,
and
ρM : M Ñ HomApHomApM,V q, V q,
ρN : N Ñ HomApHomApN,V q, V q
are the canonical maps.
Note that if ρM and ρN are isomorphisms, then adφ is bijective if and only
if ad: φ is bijective.
Now let A :“ Crx, ys, V 1y :“ Crx,y,1{ysCrx,ys , and denote p´q˚ :“ HomAp´, V 1y q.
Pardon proved the following :
1. If M P CM1ypAq, then M˚ P CM1ypAq [14, 1.13].
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2. M P CM1ypAq, then the canonical map
ρM : M ÑM˚˚
is bijective [14, 1.17].
3. If
0 ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0
is an exact sequence in CM1ypAq, then the induced sequence
0 Ð pM 1q˚ ÐM˚ Ð pM2q˚ Ð 0
is exact [13, 1.6c].
4. If M P CM1ypAq and N ĂM is a submodule, then N P CM1ypAq [14, 1.19].
Lemma A.0.11. Let M,N P CM1ypAq, and
φ : M ˆN Ñ V 1y
a bilinear pairing. Then the following are equivalent:
1. φ is nonsingular.
2. adφ is bijective.
3. ad: φ is bijective.
4. adφ and ad: φ are injective.
Proof. (1)ô(2)ô(3) follows from bijectivity of ρM : M Ñ M˚˚. (1)ñ(4) is
obvious.
(1)ð(4) : Suppose that adφ and ad: φ are injective. Applying HomAp´, V 1y q
to the short exact sequence
0 ÑM adφÑ N˚ Ñ N˚{M Ñ 0
gives an injection
CM1ypAq Q N “ N˚˚ Ðâ pN˚{Mq˚.
Hence, pN˚{Mq˚ P CM1ypAq. Then N˚{M “ pN˚{Mq˚˚ P CM1ypAq, so there
is an exact sequence
0 ÐM˚ padφq˚Ð N˚˚ Ð pN˚{Mq˚ Ð 0,
so padφq˚ is surjective. Since ad: φ “ padφq˚ ˝ ρN and ρN is bijective, ad: φ is
surjective. A similar argument shows that adφ is surjecive.
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Lemma A.0.12. Let M P CM1ypAq, N Ă M a submodule such that M{N P
CM1ypAq, and
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric A-bilinear form. Then M{NK P CM1ypAq, and N “
NKK. Moreover, the induced pairings
α : N ˆM{NK Ñ V 1y , β : NK ˆM{N Ñ V 1y
are nonsingular.
Proof. Let
adβ : NK Ñ HomApM{N,V 1y q, ad: β : M{N Ñ HomApNK, V 1y q
be the adjoints of β. There is a commutative diagram
M „
adφ // HomApM,V 1y q
NK
?
OO
ad β // HomApM{N,V 1y q
?
OO
Bijectivity of adφ implies that adβ is bijective, so
Hompadβ, V 1y q : pNKq˚ Ð pM{Nq˚˚
is bijective. By (A.1), ad: β is then bijective. In particular, injectivity of ad: β
implies that NKK Ă N . Since N Ă NKK, we have N “ NKK.
Now
ad: α : M{NK Ñ HomApN,V 1y q
is clearly injective, so M{NK P CM1ypAq. Hence, we can apply the same argu-
ment as above with N replaced by NK to conclude that adα is bijective.
The modules in CM1ypAq do not necessarily have finite length. However,
if M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then one can define a notion similar to
length; yk´1M{ykM is a free module of finite rank over Crxs, so there is a finite
chain of submodules
M “M0 ĄM1 ĄM2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ĄMn “ 0,
where M i{M i´1 » Crxs. We then define `ypMq :“ n. Note the following:
• `y is an additive function on Crxs-torsion-free modules in CM1ypAq.
• M i{M i´1 P CM1ypAq, and it is Crxs-torsion-free.
• If M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then so is M˚.
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Lemma A.0.13. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free. If N Ă M is a
submodule, then M{N P CM1ypAq.
Proof. It is clear that M{N is Crxs-torsion-free. Hence, depthApM{Nq ě 1, so
M{N R CM1ypAq implies that M{N has dimension 2, i.e., it is of finite length.
Then it is killed by a product of maximal ideals of the form px´a, y´bq Ă Crx, ys,
contradicting the Crxs-torsion-freeness.
Lemma A.0.14. If M P CM1ypAq is Crxs-torsion-free, then `ypMq “ `ypM˚q.
Proof. Let `ypMq “ n, so that there is a chain of submodules
M “M0 ĄM1 ĄM2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ĄMn “ 0
such that M i{M i´1 » Crxs. We prove by induction on n. There is a short
exact sequence of modules in CM1ypAq :
0 ÐM{M1 ÐM ÐM1 Ð 0.
Taking HomAp´, V 1y q gives an exact sequence [13, 1.6c]
0 Ñ pM{M1q˚ ÑM˚ Ñ pM1q˚ Ñ 0.
Note that as a Crx, ys-module, M{M1 “ Crxs is killed by y. Hence, the image
of any homomorphism M{M1 Ñ V 1y lies in p0 : yqV 1y “
1
y ¨Crx,ys
Crx,ys » Crxs. Hence,
pM{M1q˚ » Crxs, so `yppM{M1q˚q “ 1. Then by the additivity of `y and the
induction hypothesis,
`ypM˚q “ 1` `yppM1q˚q “ 1` pn´ 1q “ n “ `ypMq.
Lemma A.0.15. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free, and
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form. If N ĂM is a subspace, then
`ypNq ` `ypNKq “ `ypMq.
Proof. By Lemma A.0.12, the induced pairing
N ˆM{NK Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular, so N » pM{NKq˚. Hence, by Lemma A.0.14,
`ypNq “ `yppM{NKq˚q “ `ypM{NKq “ `ypMq ´ `ypNKq.
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Lemma A.0.16. Let M P CM1ypAq be Crxs-torsion-free,
φ : M ˆM Ñ V 1y
a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, and N Ă M is a totally isotropic sub-
space.
1. 2 ¨ `ypNq ď `ypMq, and equality holds if and only if N is orthogonal, i.e.,
N “ NK.
2. The induced bilinear form
φ¯ :
NK
N
ˆ N
K
N
Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular. Moreover, if M has an orthogonal submodule, so does
NK{N .
Proof. (1) : Since N Ă NK, `ypNq ď `ypNKq. Hence, by Lemma A.0.15,
2 ¨ `ypNq ď `ypNq ` `ypNKq “ `ypMq.
So 2 ¨ `ypNq “ `ypMq if and only if `ypNq “ `ypNKq, i.e., if N “ NK.
(2) : Since NK{N P CM1ypAq by Lemma A.0.13, to prove nonsingularity of
φ¯, it suffices to prove injectivity of ad φ¯. But this is clear from NKK “ N .
Now suppose that K Ă M is an orthogonal submodule. Let Λ be the set
of totally isotropic submodules containing N , and S P Λ a maximal element.
We will show that S Ă M is an orthogonal submodule. This implies that
S{N Ă NK{N is an orthogonal submodule, completing the proof.
First assume that S XK “ 0. Since S is totally isotropic, 2 ¨ `ypSq ď `ypMq
by the first part of the proof. We will show that this is in fact an equality.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that 2¨`ypSq ă `ypMq. Since K is orthogonal,
`ypMWittclassq “ 2¨`ypKq by the first part of the proof. Hence, `ypSq ă `ypKq,
and by Lemma A.0.15,
`ypSKq “ `ypMq ´ `ypSq ą `ypMq ´ `ypKq.
Hence, `ypMq ă `ypSKq ` `ypKq, and this implies that SK X K ‰ 0, so there
exists a non-zero element m P SKXK. Since SXK “ 0 by assumption, m R S.
Since m P K and K “ KK, ψpm,mq “ 0. Hence, S ` pmq Ă M is a totally
isotropic submodule strictly containing S, contradicting the maximality of S.
Hence, 2 ¨ `ypSq “ `ypMq, so S Ă M is an orthogonal submodule by the first
part of the proof.
Now for the general case, let J :“ SXK. Then J ĂM is a totally isotropic
submodule, so there is an induced bilinear form
ψ¯ : JK{J ˆ JK{J Ñ V 1y .
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We have shown that this is nonsingular. Note that
J Ă S Ă SK Ă JK, J Ă K “ KK Ă JK.
S{J Ă JK{J is maximal among totally isotropic submodules of JK{J . Moreover,
pS{Jq X pK{Jq “ 0 Ă JK{J,
so by the previous case, S{J Ă JK{J is an orthogonal submodule. Hence, by
Lemma A.0.12, the induced pairings
α : J ˆM{JK Ñ V 1y , β : S{J ˆ J
K{J
S{J Ñ V
1
y
are nonsingular. We will show that the pairing
γ : S ˆM{S Ñ V 1y
is nonsingular, which implies that S “ SK.
There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ J
K{J
S{J Ñ
M
S
Ñ M
JK
Ñ 0.
Taking HomAp´, V 1y q gives a commutative diagram
0 S{J
„ad β

oo S
ad γ

oo J
„ adα

oo 0oo
0 ppJK{Jq{pS{Jqq˚oo pM{Sq˚oo pM{JKq˚oo 0oo
where the rows are exact. Hence, ad γ is bijective, which implies that
ad: γ : M{S Ñ HomApS, V 1y q
is bijective. In particular, injectivity of ad: γ implies that S “ SK.
Remark A.0.17. From the proof of Proposition 3.5.2, we know that there is
an isomorphism
1{y : W pCrxsq „ÑW pCM1ypAqq. (A.2)
Hence, every element of W pCM1ypAqq can be represented by a Crxs-torsion-free
module. Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3 then suggests a way to obtain an
inverse map of (A.2); let rN,ψs P W pCM1ypAqq, where N is Crxs-torsion-free,
and ykN “ 0 for some k ě 1. If k “ 1, then N is a Crxs-module, and the image
of ψ lies in the image of the embedding
V0Crxs “ Crxs 1{yãÑ
Crx, y, 1{ys
Crx, ys “ V
1
Crx,ys,y.
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Hence, rN, y ¨ ψs P W pCrxsq. If k ě 2, then 2k ´ 2 ě k, so yk´1N Ă N is a
totally isotropic submodule, and there is an induced form
ψ¯ :
pyk´1NqK
yk´1N
ˆ py
k´1NqK
yk´1N
Ñ V1Crx,ys,y.
By Lemma A.0.16(2) and Lemma 3.4.3, rN,ψs “ r pyk´1NqK
yk´1N , ψ¯s. Note that now
we have yk´1 ¨ pyk´1NqK
yk´1N “ 0. Hence, by repeating this procedure, we will end up
with the k “ 1 case above.
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